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ABSTRACT

MELINDA D. ROBINSON-MOFFETT
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE 21ST CENTURY: A NEW PERSPECTIVE 
Under the direction Anthony Harris, Ed.D.

Despite the efforts o f the Campus Compact to promote the concepts o f service 

and learning in colleges and universities across the U.S., there is a concern among some 

leaders in the field of service-learning regarding the lack o f understanding as to what 

constitutes a civic activity in the 21st century and how collegiate service-learning 

activities are reflected in the alumni civic behaviors (Walker, 2002; Weerts, Cabrera, & 

Sanford, 2010). Within higher education, the concern among leaders is heightened by the 

fact that substantial amounts of fiscal and administrative resources have been allocated to 

service-learning initiatives in which the desired outcome is more civically engaged 

alumni (Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 2007). This study helped answer questions 

related to the research problem by answering three research questions: 1) What were the 

pre-college civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni who have participated in 

collegiate service-learning courses? 2) What were the collegiate activities o f alumni 

who participated in service-learning courses? 3) In what ways have college alumni who



participated in collegiate service-learning courses been civically engaged since 

graduating from college?

A qualitative phenomenological approach was utilized to identify how former 

participates o f collegiate service learner courses defined what constituted a civic 

engagement activity and how their service-learning activities were transformed into 

alumni civic behaviors. The findings o f this study are consistent with Kolb’s Model o f 

Experiential Learning and the Theories o f Education explored by Dewey. If  participants 

had a concrete experience, participated in reflection, conceptualize, practiced civic 

behaviors and learned to share with, care for and collaborate with others they will 

continue to demonstrate civic behaviors an alumnus. If government and community 

leaders would include more modem day civic activities in their definitions o f  civic 

engagement then the numbers of citizens considered civically engaged may be 

dramatically higher. The participants in this study reported they had a positive collegiate 

experience that include numerous civic activities and they each made a conscious effort 

to remain civically engaged as an alumni.



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

John F. Kennedy historic words, “Ask not what your country can do for you, ask 

what you can do for your country” challenged every citizen to contribute to the public 

good. The quote was delivered by John F. Kennedy during his inaugural address on 

January 20, 1961 immediately after taking his oath to become the 35th president of the 

United States of America. His speech lasted only 13 minutes and was delivered in 20- 

degree temperatures, but history records indicate the applause lasted from the first word 

to the last as he challenged every American to contribute in some way to the public good. 

Kennedy instructed every citizen to acknowledge his duty to become civically active. 

According to Sigmon (1994), it was during this decade that the term service-learning was 

coined and an organized effort to combine service and learning in a way that engaged 

young people emerged like never before.

Background o f the Study 

The establishment o f the Civil Rights Movement and the creation o f national 

service organizations such as the Peace Corps in 1961 and Volunteers in Service to 

America in 1965 demanded attention to the energy o f civic activists on college and 

university campuses across the U.S. (National Service-Learning Clearinghouse, 2008).

In 1969, advocates for combining service and learning within the mission o f higher 

education institutions met in Atlanta, Georgia. Advocates included the Southern
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Regional Education Board, the City o f Atlanta, the Atlanta Urban Corps, the Peace 

Corps, the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Volunteers in 

Service to America (National Service-Learning Clearinghouse, 2008). The results o f this 

meeting established a clear role for the promotion o f collegiate service-learning courses; 

to encourage every student to embrace service, foster an academic environment that 

promotes service and learning, grant academic recognition for service-focused learning, 

and fund the creation of collegiate service-learning courses (National Service-Learning 

Clearinghouse, 2008).

A service-learning course is identified as a credit-bearing course, requiring the 

completion o f community service hours and instructor led classroom reflection, aimed to 

teach civic responsibility and strengthen communities (Bringle & Hatcher, 1995;

National Service-learning Clearinghouse, 2001). Civic responsibility is comprised of 

actions and attitudes associated with democratic governance and social participation. 

Studies reveal there has been a long history of support from educational, social, and 

political leaders promoting civic education through service-learning courses in American 

institutions o f higher learning. The ultimate goal o f providing civic education is the 

promotion of responsible, educated citizens who commit to democratic principles, 

participate in projects to help or serve the needs o f other people, experience the value and 

impact o f  giving to people and learn to be productive members o f society (Center for 

Civic Education, 2013). To provide training and support resources for civic education 

through the creation and sustainment o f service-learning courses, a national coalition of 

more than 1,200 college presidents, administrators, faculty and staff was formed in 1985 

under the title the Campus Compact. According to the Corporation for National and
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Community Service (2006), in 1996 there were 512 higher education institutions offering 

collegiate service-learning courses. By 2006, the number o f American colleges and 

universities offering service courses had increased to well over 1,000 and the Corporation 

indicated continued growth was expected in the decade to follow (Corporation for 

National and Community Service, 2006). This study will seek to understand how alumni 

who participated in collegiate service-learning courses offered at a 4-year, public 

institution in Georgia, defines what constitutes a civic activity in the 21st century and how 

their collegiate service-learning activities have transformed into alumni civic behaviors.

Statement of the Problem 

Despite the efforts o f the Campus Compact to promote the concepts o f ‘service’ 

and ‘learning’ in colleges and universities across the U.S., there is a concern among some 

leaders in the field of service-learning regarding the lack of understanding what 

constitutes a civic activity in the 21st century and how collegiate service-learning 

activities are reflected in the alumni civic behaviors (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). 

Within higher education, the concern among leaders is heightened by the fact that 

substantial amounts o f fiscal and administrative resources have been allocated to service- 

learning initiatives in which the desired outcome is the production o f a more civically 

engaged alumni (Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 2007).

History of the Problem 

Civic responsibility, the foundation o f service-learning, dates back to ancient 

Rome whose citizens wanted to contribute to Roman society. Although attitudes and 

behaviors associated with being civically responsible had existed for centuries, it was the
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ratification o f the United States Constitution in 1787 that officially recognized civic

actions (Constitution and Bill o f Rights, 2012). The Constitution declared,

We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, 
establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, 
promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings o f liberty to ourselves and 
our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution o f the United States, (p. 1)

By the 17th century, the founding of American higher education institution gave

birth to the concept of molding civically responsible citizens through formal education.

The centennial celebration of 1876 and the Chicago World Fair o f 1893 started the

Progressive Era o f service-learning with the theme o f democratic education and promoted

practical and applied learning in higher education (Zieren & Stoddard, 2004). In 1905,

Dewey developed intellectual foundations to service based learning. Dewey emphasized

experience as the starting point o f the educational process that resulted in an engaged

citizenry (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 1998; National Service-Learning Clearinghouse,

2001). By 1933, service was being emphasized on the national level. With the creation

of the Civilian Conservative Core President Franklin Roosevelt chose to focus on service

for the country as a method of revitalizing the economy. Under his leadership civic

responsibility was tied to a commonwealth perspective and millions o f people performed

service efforts such as restoring national parks to support their families while

simultaneously revitalizing the economy. Ordinary people created goods and completed

projects to benefit the public. After World War II, service continued to be promoted

from the top down as Americans who had provided service to the government were

provided benefits that had never been provided in the past. The 1960s saw the creation o f

several service oriented organizations and service initiatives including the Peace Corp,
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Volunteers in Service to America, the War on Poverty, the college work study programs, 

the Urban Corps, and the White House Fellows program.

According to the National Service-Learning Clearinghouse (2008), people worked 

together in opposition to the war in Vietnam, fight environmental pollution and protest on 

college campuses. By 1971, the White House had commissioned a report on youth 

engagement and called for linking service to learning within all levels o f the formal 

education system. These efforts led to the creation o f the National Center for Public 

Service Internships and Society for Field Experience Education. By 1978 the Young 

Adult Conservation Corp had engaged over 60,000 youth in various service-learning 

programs, and the early to mid-1980s fostered the creation of service-learning efforts at 

the grass roots level. During this time there was a resurgence o f interest in service- 

learning on campuses around the U.S. The Campus Outreach Opportunity League was 

created in 1984 to mobilize service-learning programs in higher education. The Office of 

National Service and Points of Life Foundation was organized to promote volunteering at 

the national level. The notable advancement o f the 1990s was the signing o f the National 

Community Service Act o f  1990. This legislation authorized grants for schools to 

support national service-learning programs targeting youth corps, non-profits, college and 

universities. The National Community Service Act also founded Serve America, a 

national organization commissioned to distribute grants that supported the enrichment o f 

service-learning education for young people and stimulation o f service-learning as a 

strategy to meet unmet community needs (National Service-Learning Clearinghouse 

2008).
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In the historic 1961 inaugural address o f President John F. Kennedy encouraged 

Americans to become engaged by seeking opportunities to serve. He highlighted the 

importance o f civic participation for a healthy and thriving democracy. For many years 

Americans had a long history o f utilizing multiple avenues to express their political 

interest and constitutional right to freedom of expression on political views. During the 

1960s and 1970s these avenues included civic activities such as voting, attending political 

forums, signing petitions, promoting propaganda, speaking out on television, radio, and 

the internet, and contacting elected officials; but between the late 1970s and early 80s 

demonstrations o f political and community activities appeared to decline (Swanson,

1999). Americans had become 10-15 percent less likely to voice their views publicly by 

writing Congress or the local newspaper, 15-20 percent less interested in politics and 

public affairs, roughly 25 percent less likely to vote, and roughly 40 percent became less 

engaged in party politics and many organizations lost membership (Putnam, 1995; 

Putnam, 2000). According to Putnam (2000), the American middle and upper class were 

known for their participatory style o f democracy. Hence, it was expected that this trend 

would continue to become more widespread as more people entered into those classes, 

but this prophecy went unfulfilled. Putnam went on to state that those bom between 

1946-1964 did not continue the American norm by becoming civically active and 

swelling the membership rolls of civic organizations which had been the history of 

white, straight, Christian, and financially comfortable Americans (Putnam, 2000). He 

concluded that the character of these young Americans demonstrated a rejection or 

redefinition of traditional values related to involvement in politics and government 

(Putnam, 2000). These Americans, widely associated with privilege and health, were
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among the first to grow up genuinely expecting the world to improve with time with 

limited intervention on their part (Jones 1980, Owram 1997).

Current Status o f the Problem 

In 2005, the American Political Science Association indicated the American 

democracy was at risk due to citizens being less engaged in civic activities than prior 

generations (Macedo, Alex-Assensoh, Berry, Brintnall, Campbell, & Fraga, 2005). The 

results o f these studies are particularly problematic because since the founding of the first 

higher education institution American colleges and universities have consistently adopted 

a civic mission to mold responsible, educated citizens who committed to democratic 

principles, participated in projects that helped or served the needs o f other people and 

engaged as productive members o f society and in more recent years, service-learning 

courses had been incorporated to help meet those goals (Carnegie, 2006; Newman, 

Couturier, & Scurry, 2004). Although the encouragement towards service had been 

echoed by presidential leaders since the 1960s, the American Political Science 

Association reported civic activism in the United States failed to increase consistently 

among youth and young adults (Galston, 2001; Macedo et al., 2005; Putnam, 2000). 

According to Putnam and Walker, the seventy-six million American children bom 

between 1945 and 1964 represent the beginning o f generations that appear substantially 

less engaged and less knowledgeable about public affairs than their parents, despite the 

proliferation of sources o f information, and less involved with community associations 

(Putnam, 2000; Walker, 2004). This was important because Putnam made the assertion 

that small-scale associations created a fertile ground for political and economic 

development even if the associations are not themselves political or economic. He noted
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that the new forms o f engagement would be substantially different because they will not 

involve regular face-to-face contact, such as those associations made on the internet or 

they will not encourage people to build central, long-term ties, family-like ties based on 

traditional values and beliefs. Additional research indicates the 1990s gave rise to 

younger generations who have a more individualistic philosophy on civic engagement 

and consider collective associations as a low priority in their lives (National Association 

o f Secretaries o f State, 2000). Current research is inconclusive as to whether younger 

generations are truly less engaged civically or simply engaged in different ways (Gibson, 

2001; Levine and Lopez, 2002).

Purpose of the Study 

This study had two purposes: 1) to uncover the new ways in which 21 st century 

alumni experience and define the civic engagement activity and 2) to explore how 

service-learning activities are reflected in the civic behaviors o f college alumni 5 years 

after graduating from their undergraduate institution (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). 

While numerous studies have provided information on the civic activities o f college 

students, there is little information on the actual attitudes and civic behaviors of college 

alumni who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses while research 

indicates differing forms of engagement may be demonstrated by younger generations 

(Kerrigan, 2005; Lemann, 1996; Perry & Katula, 2001).

Research Questions

There were questions among some academic and community leaders regarding 

the lack o f understanding as to what constituted a civic activity and how collegiate 

service-learning activities were transformed into alumni civic behaviors (Walker, 2002;
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Weerts et al., 2010). This study helped address questions related to the research problem 

by answering the following research questions:

1. What were the pre-college civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni 

who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses?

2. What were the collegiate activities o f college alumni who have participated in 

service-learning courses?

3. In what ways have college alumni who participated in collegiate service-learning 

courses been civically engaged since graduating from college?

Theoretical Framework 

In order to explore the relationship between collegiate service-learning courses 

and alumni civic behavior the researcher crafted a framework from the theoretical 

writings of Dewey (1938) and Kolb (1984). The extensive writings of Dewey never used 

the term service-learning, as the phrase was not coined until the 1960s by Robert Sigmon 

and William Ramsey, but his writings did make a significant contribution to the 

philosophical understanding of the role o f personal experience in developing students 

who are civically responsible and civically active in the community (Sigmon, 1994). 

Dewey (1938) rejected the notion that education was only an accumulation o f formal 

classroom experiences and instead argued that education was more about developing 

student judgment, a skill necessary for participatory democracy, which is aided by hands 

on experience. Additionally, Dewey described a six-step process for effective 

experiential education which included (1) encountering a problem, (2) formulating a 

question to be solved, (3) gathering information, (4) making a hypothesis, (5) testing the 

hypothesis, and (6) making an assertion. The result o f Dewey’s description o f this six
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step process, if built on the student’s encountered experiences, are the skills necessary to 

participate in democracy. Similarly, service-learning courses are designed to provide 

students hands on experiences that can ultimately lead to the development o f skills 

necessary to participate in democracy (Gallini and Moely, 2003).

Kolb’s research advanced the work o f Dewey by adding the importance of 

classroom reflection under the guidance o f an instructor. Kolb (1984) condensed 

Dewey’s six-step process into a four step learning cycle which included (1) encountering 

a concrete experience, (2) participating in classroom reflection, (3) conceptualizing and 

(4) actively experimenting or applying new knowledge. According to Kolb (1984), it is 

the classroom reflection that helps students to form concepts that have long-term 

meaning. Kolb believed that it is this student-centered experiential model that allows 

students of differing backgrounds, experiences and learning styles to develop and 

integrate their skills.

In summary, in order for one to leam to be civically active Dewey emphasized the 

importance o f hands on experience and Kolb emphasized the importance of instructor led 

classroom reflection. Dewey’s research explained in order for knowledge to be usable 

through recall and application, the knowledge must be acquired through an experience. 

According to Dewey (1938), it is the situational experience, likened to experiences of 

participating in a service-learning course, which encourages students to gain knowledge 

and skills needed to become civically active. Based on the research o f Kolb, students 

who gain situational experience and participate in instructor led reflection activities gain 

an increased sense of personal responsibility. The new sense o f  personal responsibility is 

then demonstrated by increased individual and/or collective civic behaviors aimed to
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address specific issues of public concern. Utilizing the concepts o f both Dewey and Kolb, 

if  an alumnus had an educational experience in the community and participated in 

instructor led reflection as a part of a service-learning course, then it can be expected that 

the alumni would participate in civic engagement activities after graduation.

Procedures

A qualitative phenomenological approach was utilized to identify how former 

participates of collegiate service learner courses defined what constituted a civic 

engagement activity and how their service-learning activities were transformed into 

alumni civic behaviors. This section described the research design that was utilized to 

identify the civic activities of alumni who participated in collegiate service-learning 

courses. An interview protocol was utilized to conduct face-to-face interviews, after 

which the researcher transcribed verbatim. The sample population consisted o f alumni 

who graduated from a four- year, state-funded institutional member o f the Campus 

Compact and the University System of Georgia Board o f Regents. The participants met 

the following criteria: (1) Receipt o f academic credit for a minimum of two collegiate 

service-learning courses; and (2) Graduation at least 5 years prior to the date o f the 

interview.

The researcher submitted an application to Mercer University’s Institutional 

Review Board (Appendix A) and gained approval to use the interview protocol 

(Appendix B). The researcher then contacted the target site administrator via telephone 

and written correspondence to provide an introduction and explanation of the research 

purpose, design and proposed timeline for completion (Appendix C). The tentative dates 

for site visits and interviews were solidified with the understanding that the site and all
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participants would remain anonymous. Numerical identifiers were assigned to each 

research participant as a pseudonym, and the identifier information was maintained by 

the researcher. The researcher sought connections between participant responses to 

determine the relationship of collegiate service-learning courses to alumni civic activism.

Significance of the Study 

The results o f this study were significant to the field o f higher education and 

service-learning because the information yielded assisted leaders, instructors, faculty, and 

policy makers learn more about service-learning outcomes from the perspective o f former 

service-learning participants as reliance on such experiential programs has increased in 

an effort to meet their historical mission o f developing civically responsible and civically 

active citizens (Altman, 2004; Gibson, 2001; Govekar & Govekar, 2008; Macfarlane, 

2005; Persell & Wenglinsky, 2004; Scott, 2006). Despite the efforts o f the Campus 

Compact to foster civic engagement through participation in service-learning courses, 

there were questions among some leaders specifically regarding the lack o f understanding 

as to what constituted a civic activity and how service-learning activities influenced 

alumni behavior (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). This study sought insight as to how 

former service-learning participants defined a civic activity and how their collegiate civic 

behaviors were transformed into alumni civic behaviors.

Limitations and Delimitations o f the Study 

The limitation to the research design is alumni with a current email address on file 

with the target institution’s Office o f Alumni Affairs. The delimitations to the research 

design are alumni who graduated at least 5 years prior to the date o f the interview and 

alumni who received their baccalaureate degree in 2007 from one o f the 40
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undergraduate programs at the target institution. According to Tadlock (2000), the three 

year time period after graduation was most suitable at that time because it allowed for 

alumni to make a transition out o f the college experience, and time to become engaged in 

community. Tadlock’s research suggested that future research might explore the 

engagement o f young alumni beyond three years after graduation to provide a greater 

span o f time for the establishment o f careers, formation o f families and development of 

community ties.

Definitions of Terms 

This section provides definitions of key terms relevant to this study.

Alumni are persons who have received a degree from an institution o f higher learning. 

Civic behaviors are those actions performed to influence rules, laws or policies (Pattie et 

al., 2004).

Civic engagement is the process o f participating in civic activities (Gibson, 2001).

Civic activities are also referred to as political activities. Voluntary, organized activities 

generally focused on problem solving and helping others in the local community. These 

activities also include those actions intending to or effecting the development of 

knowledge and skills aimed at making a difference in the quality o f life within a 

community through both political and non-political processes (Zukin, Keeter, Audolina, 

Jenkins. & Delli Carpini, 2006).

Classroom reflection is conducted as part o f the service-learning course. It is led by a 

teacher with the student as the participant, involves dialogue o f thinking and doing 

through which the student is instructed to think about the activities they have participated
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in, why certain things may have occurred and what else could have been done to reach 

pre-identified goals (Cruickshank & Applegate, 1981).

Clubs/Organization Involvement refers to student membership and active participation in 

groups with a common goal or common set o f goals often described in the collegiate 

environment as a club or organization. Involvement may include membership or active 

participation with social, service, religious, leisure, cultural, professional, and political 

organizations or processes (Tadlock, 2000; Putnam, 1995).

Collegiate experiences refer to the curricular and co-curricular events and conditions that 

are intended to facilitate student learning and development (Tadlock, 2000). These 

experiences may occur through membership in student organizations or clubs, by 

volunteering independently, volunteering through an academic requirement, or 

developing relationships with other individuals on and off the college campus. 

Service-Learning is a credit-bearing course that allows students to participate in an 

organized service activity in the community. The goals o f  this course are predetermined 

to meet a community need and provide the student participant an enhanced sense of civic 

responsibility and civic engagement at the completion o f the course (Bringle & Hatcher, 

1995).

Reflection is a required segment o f the service-learning course. Led by an instructor, the 

student assesses the experiential learning that has occurred in the community and 

synthesizes the observed data for connection to new knowledge (Bringle and Hatcher,

1999).

Volunteers are individuals who take part in a task or perform a service without expecting 

any material reward (Volunteer o f America, 2012).
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Summary

It was during the I960’s that the term service-learning was coined and an 

organized effort to combine ‘service’ and ‘learning’ in a way that engaged young people 

emerged like never before (Sigmon, 1994). By the 1970’s despite the efforts o f the 

Campus Compact to promote the concepts o f ‘service’ and ‘learning’ in colleges and 

universities across the U.S., there existed a concern among some leaders in the field of 

service-learning regarding the lack o f understanding of what constitutes civic activities 

and how service-learning activities are transformed into alumni civic behaviors (Walker, 

2002; Weerts et al., 2010). Within higher education, the concern among leaders is 

heightened by the fact that substantial amounts of fiscal and administrative resources 

have been allocated to service-learning initiatives in which the desired outcome is a more 

civically engaged alumni (Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 2007).

In summary this introductory chapter presented an overview o f the study through 

description o f the background, purpose, approach, significance, delimitations and 

limitations, and vocabulary of the research. Chapter 2 constructed the theoretical 

framework of the study through a review o f literature related to the research questions. 

Chapter 3 described the research design employed to conduct the study, with particular 

attention to methodology and technique applied to data collection and analysis. Chapter 

4 presented the study results in the form of data generated and analyzed through 

application o f the research design. Chapter 5 presented a discussion o f study findings 

and conclusions related to the research questions and reviewed literature. This 

concluding chapter also addressed the implications o f the findings for practice and 

research, as well as leadership, learning, and service.



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This study had two purposes: 1) to uncover the new ways in which 21st century 

alumni experience and define the civic engagement activity and 2) to explore how 

service-learning activities are reflected in the civic behaviors o f college alumni 5 years 

after graduating from their undergraduate institution (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). 

(Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). Although research indicates the sense o f civic 

responsibility can occur in college and likewise can be instrumental in the demonstration 

o f civic activities (Kerrigan, 2005; Perry & Katula, 2001); insufficient empirical studies 

exist to establish a relationship between collegiate service-learning courses and civic 

activism of alumni (Billig & Furco, 2002). The ideas of democracy were based on 

citizen participation (Putnam, 1993).

This chapter reviews literature related to the study o f service-learning in the areas 

o f theoretical frameworks, typologies, roles, and outcomes o f service-learning in 

American colleges and universities today. The literature review will also briefly discuss 

the definition, need and common themes o f civic activism.

Theoretical Frameworks 

Although there is abundance of literature that addresses the impact of 

extracurricular organizations on students’ success (McClure, 2006; Tinto, 2006), in order 

to effectively understand theories related to service and learning, the theoretical writings 

o f Dewey and Kolb were utilized. Woven together, these works provided administrators

16
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and practitioners with an understanding of how reflection and personal experience can 

lead to increased knowledge o f civic responsibility and the voluntary demonstration of 

the democratic habits.

The extensive writings o f Dewey never used the term service-learning, as the 

phrase was not coined until the 1960s by Robert Sigmon and William Ramsey, but his 

writings did make a significant contribution to the philosophical understanding of the role 

of personal experience in developing students who are civically responsible and engaged 

in the community (Sigmon, 1994). Dewey rejected the notion that education was an 

accumulation o f knowledge and instead argued that education was more about 

developing student judgment, a skill necessary for participatory democracy. Dewey 

(1933) described a six-step process for effective education which included (1) 

encountering a problem, (2) formulating a problem or question to be solved, (3) gathering 

information, (4) making a hypothesis, (5) testing the hypothesis, and (6) making an 

assertion. The result of Dewey’s six step process, if built on past student experience, are 

the skills necessary to participate in democracy. Similarly, service-learning courses are 

designed to provide students with the experiences that can ultimately lead to increased 

civic activism.

Kolb’s research advanced the work of Dewey by adding the importance o f written 

or oral reflection under the guidance o f an instructor. Kolb condensed Dewey’s six-step 

process into a four step experiential learning cycle which included encountering (1) 

concrete experiences, (2) participating in reflection, (3) conceptualization and (4) active 

experimentation. According to Kolb, it is the written reflection that helps students to 

form concepts that have long-term meaning. Kolb believed that it is this student-centered
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model that allows students of differing backgrounds, experiences and learning styles to 

develop and integrate their unique skills in such a way that civic learning takes place and 

becomes personal to the individual hence promoting life-long values and personality 

traits such as a sense o f civic responsibility.

In summary, Dewey speaks to the importance o f experience. According to 

Dewey, in order for knowledge to be usable through recall and application the knowledge 

must be acquired in an experience. Dewey states that it is the situational experience, 

likened to that o f the service-learning course, which encourages students to become 

civically active (Dewey, 2004). Based on the research o f Kolb, students who gain 

situational experience and participate in instructor led reflection activities gain an 

increased sense of personal values and civic responsibility resulting from the time spent 

conducting assessments o f possible solutions. The results are demonstrated by increased 

individual and/or collective civic activities whereby the new knowledge is aimed at 

addressing specific issues of public concern within the community. Service-learning 

classes are structured to meet each of the four steps outlined for an effective experiential 

learning cycle and according to Kolb’s research can thereby create educative personal 

experiences that lead to increased civic responsibility and democratic habits in students. 

Figure 1 presents a cyclical model of learning consisting o f four stages.
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Concrete Experience 
(Having an experience)

Active Experimentation Reflective Observation
(Trying out what you have learned) (Reflecting on the experience)

Abstract Conceptualization 
(Learning from the experience)

Figure 1. Kolb’s Model o f Experiential Learning (Kolb, 1984)

Service-learning

According to Colby, Ehlich, Beaumont, and Stephens (2003), in the past decade 

service-learning “had emerged as the most widespread and closely studied o f the various 

student-centered, or engaged, pedagogies” (p. 134). Despite its popularity, however, 

there was a lack o f consensus in the literature as to the definition o f service-learning, and 

even a despute as to which terminology best described the pedagogy; whether academic 

service-learning, community-based learning, community service, or volunteerism. As 

Eyler and Giles (1997) explained, “A lot o f energy had been devoted to defining service- 

learning. In 1990, Jane Kendall wrote there were 147 definitions in the literature, and 

there had been no falling away of interest in the endeavor since” (p. 3). Unlike traditional 

volunteerism, service-learning emphasized focused student learning through meaningful 

community action.

Typologies o f Service-Learning 

Service-learning is a form of experiential learning that has several differing 

theorectical models (Delve, Mintz, & Stewart, 1990). Figure 2 illustrated the continnum
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of service-learning highlighting the focus, type, and progression from traditional charity- 

based community service to the social action model o f service-learning.

Volunteerism 
(Charity-Based Model)

Service-Learning 
(Social Action Model)

Traditional 
Community Service

Co-Curricular
Service-learning

Curricular
Service-learning

Figure 2. Typologies of Service-Learning (Delve et al., 1990)

Understanding that there were various designs of service-learning curriculums, 

Robert Sigmon developed a useful and simple typology for distingushing between the 

various types o f service-learning programs (Jacoby et al., 1996), He suggested that 

service-learning can be viewed in terms of what aspect o f service and/or learning is being 

emphasized. Sigmon concluded those that emphasize service over learning would be 

referred to as service-learning programs, those that emphasize learning over service 

would be referred to as service-learning programs, those that do little to link service and 

learning would be referred to as service-learning programs, and finally, those that link 

and emphasize the service and learning equally as service-learning programs (Jacoby et 

al., 1996, pp. 5-6).

It is through Sigmon’s typology that one can began to differentiate between 

traditional community service, service-learning that is based in the curriculum, and 

service-learning that is based in the co-curriculum. Understanding how service-learning 

models influenced outcomes for students was beneficial to service-learning practicioners
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and faculty as experiences are designed to maximize student learning, commuity 

engagement and partnerships between institutions and communities. Table 1, created by 

Furco in 2002, was utilized as a visual o f the distinctions among service programs 

specifically highlighting the beneficiary, focus, purpose, curriculum and activity style.

Table 1

Distinctions among Service Programs

Type Community Service Service-learning Service Based Internship

Beneficiary Recipient Recipient & Provider Provider

Focus Service Service & Learning Learning

Purpose Civic & Ethical 
Development

Academic & Civic 
Development

Career & Academic 
Development

Curriculum Peripheral Integrated Co-curricular

Service
Activity

Based on social 
cause

Based on academic 
discipline

Based on career 

goals

Type Community Service Service-learning Service Based Internship

Beneficiary Recipient Recipient & Provider Provider

Service-learning in Higher Education 

For nearly three decades there had been great debate and public scrutiny o f the 

American higher education system. Beginning in 1983, a series o f reports called for 

revisiting the mission and purpose o f higher education (Porte, 2004; Stoecker & Tryon,
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2009; Walker, 2000). Other reports cited the need for higher education to establish a 

renewed focus on teaching and learning, explore alternative pedagogies, and provide 

better structure of service-learning experiences. Many argued that the traditional forms 

of instruction, namely lecture and dialectic instruction, did not fully meet the needs of 

individual students, institutions, or communitites (Boyer 1996; Ehlrich 1997; Sheckley, 

Allen, & Keeton 1993).

During the last decade, the late Boyer (1987, 1990a, 1990b, 1996) wrote 

passionately about the possibilities of American higher education and lagmented the 

fragmentation of the undergraduate experience. Boyer set out to develop a new 

American college and a new form of scholarship in which students and faculty could 

service their communities in mutually beneficial ways. The new form of higher learning 

was titled the scholarship o f engagement (Boyer, 1990a). Other authors have called for a 

specific type o f paradigm shift, one in which institutions do not focus on producing 

instruction, but instead focus on producing learning by whatever means works best (Barr 

& Tagg 1995). They suggested that a focus on learning would be learner centered and 

learner controlled, creating a new kind o f ideology in which faculty and students are 

partners in the learning process, fostering collaboration toward a new form of 

scholarship.

While these new paradigms for education had been widely debated, the 

American public had also shown a renewed interest in revisiting and reconnecting to our 

national heritaget o f giving with emphasis on community life in America. Other authors 

had more recently emphasized the importance o f community in a democratic society and 

the need for actively engaged and informed citizens (Coles 1993; Meir, 2003; Palmer
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1987; Rhoads 1998; Walker, 2000). Rethinking the conflict between our individualism, 

need for community and commitment to one another had become a topic o f national 

interest (Porte, 2004; Putnam, 1995).

The commitment to building community and civic-minded citizens had also re- 

emerged on the American legislative agenda. Three o f the most recent United States 

presidents had advocated citizenship and a national ethic of service through the creation 

o f the federally funded programs. The Points of Light Foundation was founded by 

President George H. Bush in 1989, the National Community Service Trust Act was 

founded by President William Bill Clinton in 1993, religious groups began to receive 

federal funding to implement programs usually carried out by secular non-profit 

organizations in 2002 with the support o f  President George W. Bush, and President 

Obama founded the Interfaith and Community Service Campus Challenge in 2012. Each 

of these efforts helped put the spotlight on community service and initiated some of the 

dialogue about the purposes of education. The combination o f new forms of scholarship, 

and changes in faculty and student attitudes and beliefs, contributed to an impeding 

paradigm shift in American higher education called service-learning. The changes in 

educational philosophy, mission, and pedagogy was still being explored within American 

colleges and unversities as arguments regarding the effectiveness o f a experiential 

education waged on and off since the turn o f  the century (Baker & Lucas, 2001; Carnegie 

Foundation, 2001; Katz, 2008). Changes in the experiential curriculum were more 

focused and participatory forms o f instruction. The newer forms o f instruction were 

based on pedagogies that stressed the outcomes needed for learners to develop skills that 

would contribute to a more democratic and civil society that would in turn benefit the
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American economy. Bok (1986), Boyer (1990a), and Astin (1996b) also emphasized the

central role o f higher education in teaching citizenship, values, and the importance o f

citizen participation in a democracy. Swift (1990) called for higher education to actively

support pedagogies that tought youth about civic responsibility and suggested that civic

activism is fundamental to a successfully functioning society. Rhoads (1998) indicated:

Somewhere in the chasm between faculty work and student affairs 
practice, encouraging students to develop the sense o f community
mindedness necessary for democracy to thrive has been lost...Higher 
education should reconsider the development of students as caring and 
community-oriented citizens. Part o f the solution clearly involves not 
only closing the chasm between faculty and student affairs professionals, 
but also the division between “in-class” and “out-of-class” student 
experiences, as well as the separation o f practical and academic 
knowledge, (p. x)

It should be noted that there were also those who believed little effort, outside the 

realm of offering service-learning on college and university campuses, was needed to re

kindle civic literacy and responsibility among undergraduate students (Barber, 1992; 

Lisman, 1998). They suggested that service-learning, as one form o f experiential 

education, had tremendous value, not only as a pedagogy, but as an added value for 

students, faculty, educational institutions, and communities. Barber (1992) argues the 

following belief:

Civic education rooted in service-learning can be a powerful response to 
civic scapegoatism and the bad habits o f representative democracy and 
education-based community service programs empower students even as 
they learn. They bring the lessons o f service into the classroom, even as 
they bring the lessons o f the classroom out into the community, (p. 252)

There were also those who believed undergraduate education reform and student 

involvement in the community had not been adequately linked because the bridge 

between academic and student affairs, between campuses and communities, and a
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renewed focus on social and civic education must be interwoven (Stanton, 1991). 

Service-learning was just one approach to these issues that was gaining favor within the 

academy, as is evident in the literature.

Outcomes o f Service-learning 

Several studies cited service-learning as an effective means o f teaching students 

civic responsibilty, hence contributing to their psychosocial and cognitive development 

(Conrad & Hedin, 1991). It has also been cited as a model way to teach civic values and 

community leadership (Delve et al. 1990; Morse, 1989) as students improved in their 

basic skills o f  comprehension, critical thinking, and problem-solving ability (Batchelder 

& Root, 1994; Cohen & Kinsey, 1994; Markus, Howard, & King, 1993; Miller, 1994; 

Shumer, 1994). Ultimately, service-learning hads been proposed as a means to reform 

and transform American education (Astin, 1996a; Rifkin, 1996) by developing civically 

reponsibile adults who were able to work with and understand people who were different 

while remeding social ills and problems (Markus et al., 1993; Myers-Lipton, 1996a). 

Other researchers also found similarly important results such as an enhancement of 

identity formation (Rhoads & Howard, 1998), self-esteem (Conrad & Hedin, 1991), 

moral development (Boss, 1994), and academic achievement (Greco, 1992; Markus et 

al.,., 1993).

In 1998 a study o f approximately 95 students was conducted by Osborne, 

Hammerich, and Hensley highlighting personal growth factors including self-worth, 

competence, and social behaviors. Students engaged in service-learning demonstrated 

positive gains in each area (Osborne, Weadick, & Penticuff, 1998). In 2000 a study of 

approximately 20,000 students was conducted on the success o f service-learning as a
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pedagogy (Astin, Vogelgesang, Ikeda, & Yee, 2000). Three dimensions o f personal 

growth were identified. Austin found “service-learning is effective in part because it 

facilitates four types of outcomes: an increased sense o f personal efficacy, an increased 

awareness o f the world, an increased awareness o f one’s personal values, and increased 

engagement in the classroom experience” (p. iv). In 2004, Roldan, Strage, and David 

reported a higher number o f hours, direct contact with clients, careful planning and 

preparation, successful partnerships with community sites, orientation and supervision o f 

students, and reflection activities all seem to enhance the sought after outcomes for 

students enrolled in a service-learning course.

It is important to note in Astin et al. 2000 report, there were mediating variables 

that influenced outcomes o f service-learning. These included student interest in the 

subject, professors’ encouragement o f class discussion, and the use o f reflection through 

course journals or discussions. Similarly, Mabry (1998) and Batchelder and Root (1994) 

report found the number o f hours dedicated to performing the service(s), interacting with 

the community members receiving service, participating in instructor-led classroom 

reflection, discussion of their experiences with site supervisors and identification of 

career goals were of high influence to service-learning outcomes.

Service-learning and Civic Activism 

Recent studies emphasized the importance o f teaching service-learning students 

why civic activism was important if  they were expected to them to remain civically active 

after completion o f their service-learning course (Keeter, Zukin, Andolina, & Jenkins, 

2003; Sherrod, Flanagan, & Youniss, 2002). The studies indicated students who do 

something just because it is what they were expected to do become simple patriots,
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unquestioning conformists, or blind loyalists to the status quo (Keniston, 1968). This 

information, combined with the growth of the student affairs profession, and 

consequently the development of theory applied to developing the ‘whole’ college 

students, caused reexamination of the purpose of the undergraduate experience and 

allowed researchers to explore the outcomes of college from a variety o f  approaches.

The development o f students’ cognitive, affective, and moral resasoning skills had come 

to be seen as critical and for some, as important as the traditional intellectual goals of 

higher education.

If an examination o f  past studies was conducted, it became easy to identify 

several reports of participates gaining a new perspective on social issues and becoming 

civically active as a direct result of participating in a service-learning course. Past studies 

including Eyler et al (1997) reported service-learning participants gained a greater 

understanding o f social problems, a greater value o f social justice, and a deeper desire to 

personally influence the political culture and community in which they lived. Similarly, 

Myers-Lipton (1996a) study reported students who engaged in service-learning 

experienced an increase in their civic concern, civic responsibility, and civic activism.

Higher education had long had its roots in service to the community (Brubacher & 

Rudy, 1976). Since their early beginning in colonial America, institutions o f higher 

education have been called upon to serve in the nation’s interest. With the creation o f the 

land grant colleges in the mid-19th century, higher education was called upon to service 

more local and regional needs (Brubacher & Rudy, 1976). More recently, institutions o f 

higher education were asked to reconsider their role in local communities, tapping their 

vast resources to solve society’s most serious problems (Boyer, 1990a; Palmer, 1987).
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Problem Assessing Service-learning 

Recent literature indicated there are several factors which negatively impact the 

ability to assess service-learning courses and variables o f influence. Routinely, the issue 

facing assessment had a tie to self-selection bias as most service-learning opportunities in 

higher education are elective. As students could choose whether to participate or not, 

students who were interested in service tended to self-select into service-learning courses 

hence biasing any scientific research. This is problematic because students who elected 

to participate in service-learning courses may have had differing personality, values, or 

interest from students those who did not elect to participate in such courses. One o f the 

largest and most well cited studies documenting the difference in students students who 

elected to participate in service-learning courses verses those who did not was conducted 

by Eyler et al (1997). The study included nearly 1500 students from twenty American 

colleges and universities. The study found that students who chose to participate in a 

service-learning course had different attitudes, skills, values, and understanding of social 

issues when compared to those students who did not choose to participate in such 

courses. In an effect to reduce the bias associated with self-selection, some studies were 

noted to have utilized a comparison or control group comprised o f students who 

expressed interest in service, but for one reason or another did not engage in a service- 

learning course while in college.

A second and equally as challenging problem incurred when attemping to study 

service-learning was the lack o f a standard method of assessing civic health or activism 

of the nation (Holland, 2001; Keeter et al., 2003; Shedd & Wellman, 2001; Zukin et al., 

2006). A review of the literature pertaining to civic activism indicated the subject matter
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was multi-dimensional and the terminalogy overlaped routinely. For example, civic 

activities were subdivided into catogories highlighting electoral or policitical activities 

which are theoretically and empirically distinct. As a result, major challenges were 

created when attempting to assess service-learning in American colleges and universities.

Summary

This study had two purposes: 1) to uncover the new ways in which 21st century 

alumni experience and define the civic engagement activity and 2) to explore how 

service-learning activities are reflected in the civic behaviors o f college alumni 5 years 

after graduating from their undergraduate institution (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). 

(Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). This chapter reviews literature related to the study 

o f service-learning in the areas o f theoretical frameworks, typologies, roles, and 

outcomes of service-learning in American colleges and universities today. In order to 

effectively understand theories related to service and learning, the theoretical writings of 

Dewey and Kolb were utilized. Woven together these works provided leaders, 

instructors, faculty, and policy makers with a better understanding of how reflection and 

personal experience could lead to increased knowledge o f civic responsibility and the 

voluntary demonstration o f the democratic habits. According to Dewey, in order for 

knowledge to be usable through recall and application the knowledge must be acquired in 

an experience. It is the situational experience, likened to that o f the service-learning 

course, which encourages students to become civically active (Dewey, 2004). Kolb’s 

research advanced the work of Dewey by adding the importance o f written or oral 

reflection under the guidance o f an instructor. Additionally, Kolb condensed Dewey’s 

six-step process into a four step experiential learning cycle which included encountering
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(1) concrete experiences, (2) participating in reflection, (3) conceptualization and (4) 

active experimentation. According to Kolb, it is the written reflection that helps students 

to form concepts that have long-term meaning.

A review o f the literature indicates in the past decade service-learning has 

emerged as one o f the most widespread and closely studied o f the various student- 

centered, or engaged, pedagogies. Despite the continued fiscal and administrative 

investments allocated towards efforts to sustain such courses, research indicated there 

were differing typologies, roles, and outcomes o f service-learning which have given rise 

to questions such as what constitutes a civic activity and how service-learning activities 

are transformed into alumni civic behaviors. Additionally, the literature reveals that one 

o f the primary goals o f service-learning is that students will engage the community, 

participate in class room reflection activities, and have a personal desire to effect change. 

American colleges and universities have been challenged with encouraging civic 

responsibility and civic activism through collegiate experience. The next chapter 

explained how this study gained the perspectives o f former service-learning participants.



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction

This chapter described the research design utilized to explore the perspectives of 

former collegiate service-learning participants who are now alumni o f an undergraduate 

institution. This section included an overview o f the methodology used in this study, 

provided a detailed explanation of why the researcher chose the specific methodology, 

discussed the method of data collection, the rational for the target site, the criteria 

required for research participants, the selection o f sample, the interview techniques and 

the data analysis conducted.

Research Purpose

This study had two purposes: 1) to uncover the new ways in which 21st century 

alumni experience and define the civic engagement activity, and 2) to explore how 

service-learning activities are reflected in the civic behaviors o f college alumni five years 

after graduating from their undergraduate institution (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). 

Although research indicated the sense o f civic responsibility could occur in college, and 

likewise be instrumental in the demonstration of civic activism, insufficient empirical 

studies exist to support service-learning as an effective instructional strategy for 

influencing civic activism long term (Billig & Furco, 2002; Kerrigan, 2005; Perry & 

Katula, 2001). According to the American Political Science Association, “ ...citizens 

participate in public affairs less frequently, with less knowledge, and enthusiasm, in
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fewer venues, and less equitably than is healthy for a vibrant democratic polity” (Macedo 

et. al., 2005, p. 1). Since 2000, several studies have found that levels o f civic engagement 

in the United States are lower than desirable, particularly among youth and young adults 

(Galston, 2001; Macedo et. al., 2005; Putnam, 2000). Additional research indicates the 

1990s gave rise to younger generations who have a more individualistic philosophy on 

civic engagement and consider collective associations, for the purpose o f addressing 

public issues, as a low priority in their lives (National Association o f Secretaries o f State,

2000). According to Gibson (2001) this research was inconclusive as to whether younger 

generations were less engaged civically or simply engaged in different ways. This study 

investigated the relationship o f participation in collegiate service-learning courses to 

alumni civic engagement because service-learning courses were strategically structured 

to have outcomes of enhanced civic responsibility and civic activism upon completion of 

each course.

Research Questions 

The research questions guiding this study were:

1. What were the pre-college civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni 

who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses?

2. What were the collegiate activities of college alumni who have participated in 

service-learning courses?

3. In what ways have college alumni who participated in collegiate service-learning 

courses been civically engaged since graduating from college?
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Research Design

A qualitative research design with a phenomenological approach was employed to 

answer questions related to the civic activism o f alumni who participated in two or more 

collegiate service-learning courses. The qualitative phenomenological research approach 

was most appropriate for this study because the researcher emphasized the participants’ 

lived experiences focusing on context and fluidness, individual recollections, and 

opinions (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). The procedures included studying a small 

number o f participants and conducting member checking after developing patterns and 

relationships of meaning (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Bogdan and Biklen (2007) examined the differences and advantages o f both a 

qualitative and quantitative research approach. They concluded that a qualitative 

approach was the best o f both methods if the researcher sought to provide a rich 

description o f a phenomenon in the natural setting o f the research participant. In 

comparison, the quantitative approach attempted to remove the investigator from the 

investigation, gather data by objective methods then analyze numerical data to provide 

information about relations, comparisons, and predictions (Gay, Mills, & Airasin, 2006). 

The flexible qualitative phenomenological research design aided the researcher in 

identifying patterns, relationships, and common themes that emerged as participants’ 

perspectives were explored (Bodgan & Biklen, 2007).

Research Plan

The researcher submitted an application to the Institutional Review Board o f 

Mercer University (Appendix A). Once an approval was received, the researcher gained 

permission to use the interview protocol (Appendix B). The researcher then contacted
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the research site administrator via telephone and written correspondence to provide an 

introduction and explanation o f the research purpose, design and proposed timeline for 

completion. To maintain the anonymity o f all participants, alphanumerical codes were 

assigned to save the electronic transcriptions o f each interview and pseudonyms were 

assigned as identifiers on all printed transcriptions.

Site and Sample

Qualitative research sites are purposefully selected to address the problem and 

research questions within the natural setting o f the research participant (Bogdan &

Biklen, 2007; Creswell, 2003; Gay et al., 2006). This study was conducted either via 

telephone or at the location most convenient for the alum. The target site was a four- 

year, state-funded member of the Campus Compact and the University System of 

Georgia Board o f Regents that had the distinctions o f having received the Community 

Service Honor Roll, the highest federal recognition a school can achieve for its 

commitment to service-learning and civic engagement, more than once. Offering over 40 

majors on a traditional, residential campus, the service-learning curriculum of this 

institution was strategically designed to link community service and classroom reflection 

for the purpose o f increasing the civic responsibility and civic activism o f student 

participants. The institution offered various types o f engagement programs, ranging from 

one-day service projects to internships, capstone courses, international service trips and 

service-learning opportunities via a Center for Engaged Learning and Office o f Service- 

learning to its undergraduate and graduate student body.
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Selection and Description o f the Sample

Participants in the study were sought using purposeful sampling. Creswell (2007) 

indicated this type o f sampling “works well when all individuals studied represent people 

who have experienced the phenomenon” (p. 128). Bogdan and Biklen (2007) stated this 

form of sampling was appropriate when a researcher chose particular subjects to include 

because they are believed to facilitate the expansion of the developing theory. The 

participant criteria included: (1) male and female alumni who indicate having little to no 

service-learning knowledge prior to attending college, (2) receipt o f academic credit for a 

minimum of two service-learning courses, and (3) graduation at least five years prior to 

the date o f the interview. Exposure to multiple service-learning courses and the specified 

gap between graduation and the date o f the interview was important because the 

researcher was specifically seeking to explore civic activities encouraged by exposure to 

a service-learning course and sustained over a long period of time. According to Gay et 

al. (2006) there was not a correct number o f participants when conducting qualitative 

research hence the number of participants was not predetermined; however, it was noted 

that studies with more than 20 were rare, and most studies had fewer. The target 

institution was asked to email an invitation to participate in the study (Appendix C) to all 

students who fit the participant criteria. Respondents who met the specified criteria were 

included in the study until data saturation was reached. The sample consisted of five 

females and two males who were alumni at least five years removed from the target 

institution. O f the sample, five were African American, one was white and one was 

Native American.
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Data Collection

This phenomenological study employed protocol techniques for semi-structured 

interviews. As one of the first problems within fieldwork was gaining permission to 

perform the interviews (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007); after receiving the approved interview 

protocol and study design from the Institutional Review Board at Mercer University, the 

researcher contacted the research site administrator to help identify participants. The 

invitation to participate in the study was emailed out twice. The seven respondents were 

then asked to participate in an hour-long interview that would be used for a dissertation. 

Once electronic contact had been made with the participant, the researcher emailed 

participants with Informed Consent Forms (Appendix D). These forms helped to ensure 

that the prospective participants were eligible for the study and confirmed that their 

responses would remain completely confidential. After participants had signed the 

forms, a date, time and location was determined for the interview and a pseudonym was 

assigned and utilized throughout the study for that participant.

The data collection process included an interview protocol categorized into three 

sections per categorization of the framework (Appendix E). Questions were o f a semi

structured open-ended design to capture information related to details o f the participants’ 

undergraduate service-learning experience, definition o f civic activities, and opinion of 

how they applied what was learned during their service-learning experience in their 

personal and professional lives until data saturation was attained. Bodgan & Biklen 

(2007) described data saturation as the point in which the results o f the data collection 

become redundant. Following are a lists of probes articulated by Bogdan & Biklen 

(2007):
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1. What do you mean?
2. I’m not sure that 1 am following you.
3. Would you explain that?
4. What did you say then?
5. What were you thinking at the time?
6. Give me an example.
7. Tell me about it.
8. Take me through the experience, (p. 104)

At the conclusion of the interview, participants were provided further details on an 

anticipated receipt date for a copy of their transcript to review for accuracy.

A document review of past and present service-learning course syllabi’s was 

conducted in an effort to generate data relevant to the research questions. Bodgan and 

Biklen (2007) described such tools as official documents as they are produced by 

organizational employees for the purpose o f record-keeping and documentation. 

Specifically, these documents were reviewed to identify mission statements, course 

objectives, requirements, patterns and themes over the years. As research participants 

were alumni who graduated a minimum of five years prior to the date o f their interview, 

the researcher acknowledged that there may be limited availability o f such documents 

before beginning this process and that finding was true.

Data Analysis

Review o f interview responses served as the primary source o f data for this study. 

Each interview was utilized to identify possible key points, themes, and categories 

(Creswell, 2003). The researcher sought connections between participant responses to 

determine the relationship o f undergraduate service-learning courses to alumni civic 

activities. Coding procedures developed by Strauss and Corbin (1990) involved breaking 

down the data, conceptualizing it, and putting it back together in new ways. This is the 

way theories are formed from the data collected. Open axial coding was used to analyze
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the data. Open coding assisted in developing the categories o f information. Axial coding 

helped to connect the categories and concepts derived from the interviews. As the data 

were analyzed, the number of codes was expanded as more topics and themes were 

identified. If a theme was identified that did not fit the codes already identified, a new 

code was created.

Verification and Reliability 

Verification involved the process o f checking and confirming the information 

received is recorded as intended by the research participant. In qualitative research 

verification is specific in referring to the mechanisms utilized to ensure reliability and 

validity. Gay et al. (2006) defines research validity as the degree to which the qualitative 

data collected accurately gauges what is trying to be measured. Bogdan & Biklen (2007) 

and Creswell (2003) indicate unlike a quantitative study where instruments are testing for 

their reliability and validity, a qualitative study required that the researcher remain a key 

component in the research process. Validity was present as the researcher accurately 

portrayed the perspective of the participants (Creswell, 2003; Morse, Barrett, Mayan, 

Olson & Spiers, 2002).

The survey utilized in this study was adapted from the College and Civic 

Involvement Survey which tested specifically for reliability as it was originally designed 

for a quantitative research study. The College and Civic Involvement Survey measures 

actual engagement during college and after college as reported by alumni which speaks to 

the research question of this study as well. Graf (2002) addressed the appropriateness o f 

question formulation and communication with the respondents. To address the issue of 

instrument validity three experts within higher education reviewed the survey including
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the original author o f the College and Civic Involvement Survey. Reviewers offered 

feedback on the questions being mindful o f the original instrument, likelihood of 

questions meaning the same thing to each respondent and ability for questions to be 

answered in the format designed and with the language used (Goldsberry, 2007). 

Comments from the experts were used to modify the survey and the end result was the 

elimination o f academic engagement questions as they were found to have little or no 

significance and the addition o f the open-ended questions. The revisions also reduced the 

length o f the survey. To address issues o f reliability with the 2007 version of the College 

and Civic Involvement Survey, a pilot was implemented in January and February o f 2007 

utilizing students in a cohort based program of doctoral study in higher education and a 

group of experienced higher education administrators (Goldsberry, 2007). Feedback 

from the pilot study was utilized to modify questions which were reflected in the 2007 

modification o f this survey which will be utilized for this study.

Guba and Lincoln (1989) indicated credibility could be defined as the researcher’s 

ability to note the complexities of the study and to address issues that cannot be easily 

explained. To increase credibility, the researcher utilized member checks. Triangulation, 

prolonged participation and observation, slice-of-life data, corroboration and referential 

adequacy may be considered methods for future research.

Role o f the Researcher 

As a qualitative researcher, the role o f  the researcher was to capture the 

perspective o f the participants through direct person to person interaction, then analyze 

the data inductively. The researcher was tasked to avoid bias, which is the first step in an 

phenomenological study known as epoche, and ensure ethical treatment o f the
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participants which includes being organized and maintaining confidentiality o f all data 

collected (Creswell, 2003; Gay et al., 2006). As qualitative studies typically include the 

researcher’s biases on subjects such as the research methods, sample population and even 

the interview locations (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994), the researcher acknowledges the 

following personal and professional bias as related to undergraduate service-learning 

courses and alumni civic activism: (1) Service-learning programs should link formal 

education and community outreach, (2) Institutions of higher learning should do a better 

job of measuring and reporting the outcomes o f service-learning courses, and (3) Service- 

learning programs are designed to teach civic responsibility and civic activism.

Summary

In Chapter 3, an overview of the qualitative research methods was provided along 

with a rationale for the selection of the phenomenological study design. Chapter 3 

explained how interviews would be conducted and how document reviews would be 

utilized to provide information that answers research question number three, “In what 

ways have college alumni who participated in collegiate service-learning courses been 

civically engaged since graduating from college?” The purpose o f this study was to 

uncover the new ways in which 21st century alumni experience and define the civic 

engagement activity and to explore how service-learning activities are reflected in the 

civic behaviors of college alumni five years after graduating from their undergraduate 

institution. The researcher determined that a qualitative method o f analysis was the better 

method o f examining the collegiate service-learning experience and current civic 

activities in depth from the perspective o f  the alumni. Following the guidelines set forth 

in this chapter seven participants were selected and interviewed. The data collection
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o f the framework (Appendix E). Questions were o f a semi-structured open-ended design 

to capture information related to details o f the participants’ undergraduate service- 

learning experience, definition o f civic activities, and opinion o f how they applied what 

was learned during their service-learning experience in their personal and professional 

lives until data saturation was attained. The data were then analyzed to find common 

themes. The researcher sought connections between participant responses to determine 

the relationship o f undergraduate service-learning courses to alumni civic activities. The 

findings and the emerging themes derived from the data analysis o f the interviews are 

presented in Chapter 4. The research questions proposed in this study, conclusions, and 

implications o f the research are addressed in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Introduction

The institution of higher education in America gave birth to the concept of 

molding civically responsible, service-oriented citizens through formal education that 

included instruction in and outside o f the traditional classroom setting. Historically, civic 

responsibility had comprised the actions and attitudes associated with democratic 

governance and social participation. Despite efforts o f the Campus Compact, the concept 

o f ‘service-learning’ was still ambiguous. There remained a lack o f understanding what 

constituted a civic activity in the 21st century and how collegiate service-learning 

activities were reflected in the alumni civic behaviors (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al.,

2010). Studies revealed there had been a long history o f support from educational, social, 

and political leaders promoting civic education through service-learning courses, but the 

lingering ambiguity concerned leaders because of the substantial amounts o f fiscal and 

administrative resources allocated to service-learning initiatives in which the desired 

outcome is more civically engaged alumni (Center for Civic Education, 2013; 

Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 2007; Zieren & Stoddard, 2004). To that end, the 

research questions guiding this study were:

1. What were the pre-college civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni 

who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses?

42
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2. What were the collegiate activities of college alumni who have participated in 

service-learning courses?

3. In what ways have college alumni who participated in collegiate service-learning 

courses been civically engaged since graduating from college?

Presentation and Summary of Data 

For this study, civic behavior was defined as actions performed to influence rules, 

laws or policies (Pattie, Seyd, Whiteley, 2004). Civic activities were voluntary, 

organized activities generally focused on problem solving and helping others in the local 

community (Zukin et al., 2006). Civic engagement was defined as the process of 

participating in those activities (Gibson, 2001). The findings discussed in this chapter 

were the result of interviewing seven participants on their experiences before, during and 

after college as it related to their development of civic values, demonstration o f civic 

activism and sense of civic responsibility. A finding was considered a theme if it 

reflected the experiences o f  half the sample (four) at minimum.

Family Structure and Cultural Background

O f the study participants, five are African American, one is Caucasian, and one 

was of American Indian descent, but identifies more closely with American customs and 

traditions. Each was bom, raised and educated in the United States. Four o f the 

participants indicated they were raised in the same household as their mother and father, 

two participants indicated they lived in the household with a mother only and one 

participant indicated she lived in the household with her grandparents, but had the 

constant influence of her then teen mother and lots o f aunts, uncles and cousins.
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With the exception of one participant (Blake), all were educated in the American 

public school system for elementary, high school and college. Six o f the participants did 

not indicate high school designation (public/private) nor did location (city/county) have a 

direct influence on their pre-college experience. All participants indicated their families 

had a strong religious foundation and these values did influence their lives which will be 

discussed more in the chapter. All participants had participated in a minimum of two 

collegiate service-learning courses and described themselves as being civically engaged 

although participation in traditional political activities (i.e. contacting elected officials, 

boycotting, boycotting, campaigning for political candidates) were not consistent 

activities in their lives. Table 2 provides a profile o f participants’ family structure and 

cultural backgrounds.
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Table 2

Family Structure and Cultural Background Participants Profdes

Participant Race Gender Parent High School Civically
Engaged

Tara African
American

Female Both Public Yes

Robert American
Indian

Male Both Public Yes

Kate African
American

Female Mother Public Yes

Lilly African
American

Female Both Public Yes

Blake White Male Both Private Yes

Lacy African
American

Female Grandparents Public Yes

Traci African
American

Female Mother Public Yes

Narrative Descriptions

Each of the seven participants was asked to describe their background including 

their family make up and their civic involvement before college. Participants volunteered 

in-depth information without hesitation. This information was utilized to frame the 

context of the participant’s civic mindset before the influence o f the collegiate 

experiences. They are summarized below.
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Tara: African American Female. Tara is a confident, single female with no 

children. The self-proclaimed daddy’s girl lives in a modest apartment and has one job 

working with underprivileged high school students in Georgia. Tara is an only child of 

both her mom and dad. During her primary years, her mother was a homemaker and her 

father was a prominent attorney in the wealthier side o f Atlanta. Tara indicated that she 

was raised attending church on a regular basis. In her home church she served in several 

capacities including as a youth choir and usher board member. She remembers always 

being civically active since childhood. Prior to high school Tara’s parents fostered her 

civic education by surrounding her with adults who were civically active and enrolling 

her in a Leadership Training Institute. As a teen she was required to volunteer with 

community organizations although she was not active in any school clubs or 

organizations. Tara indicated her collegiate service-learning experiences were invaluable 

because during classroom reflection she realized that without a doubt her career goal 

would be to work with disadvantaged youth. When asked to describe the two life 

experiences that occurred post college which have had the most influence on her present 

level of civic engagement since graduating from college Tara indicated the most 

important influential activities in her life were the pre-college activities including 

attending the Leadership Institute and networking with adults who were civically 

engaged.

Today, Tara is no longer as active in her church, she does not promote social 

issues such as peace, justice, human rights or race relations, she does not attend any 

political or community meetings, she does not communicate with government or elected 

officials, nor has she contributed her time to any charitable groups, political candidates
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but she considers herself civically engaged. When asked about the importance of 

“influencing social values o f the community” and “becoming a leader within the 

community” Tara indicated both are still “very important” parts o f her values and beliefs 

on civic engagement. Tara indicated that she demonstrates these values through her 

career, working with disadvantaged teens, and she’s proud o f her decision. Through her 

job she has gained an understanding o f the problems that face the community that she 

lives in and she contributes to alleviating them. Tara indicated that traditional methods o f 

civic engagement, namely political activities, were not components o f her service- 

learning experience and consequently is not an important priority in her life today.

Robert: American Indian Male. Robert is a single male with no children. As one 

o f two siblings bom and raised outside o f Georgia, Robert is very pleased with his 

relocation to the Georgia area to attend college. Robert recollected on his upbringing 

and shared that his family was very much into religious customs and traditions that he 

separated from upon entering college. Not having participated in many community 

projects or organizations prior to or during high school, Robert was excited to see those 

opportunities available to him in college and took full advantage. As a history major who 

was required to take a service-learning course Robert was amazed to find a service- 

learning project that linked history and education. His community assignment was to put 

together an after-school program for children residing in a battered women’s shelter. 

Robert said it as during one of his classroom reflection sessions that he wrote in his 

journal “1 love reflection because it gives me the opportunity to look at what 1 have a 

passion for, what is needed in the community and how I can address it.” Robert says 

shortly after that session he realized then that he wanted to have a career which allowed
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him to help others and put together programs for youth after college and that’s exactly 

what he’s done. After two service-learning courses and two years o f  active participation 

in collegiate clubs and organizations, Robert joined a social service fraternity as well. As 

president of his chapter for the next two years, Robert had numerous stories about the 

service projects he’d conducted and the awards that he’d been presented for those 

services. Since graduating from college Robert has not returned to the religious customs 

and traditions that he was taught as a child. Instead, Robert focuses on the social values 

developed during college and speaks daily about issues affecting the community. Robert 

indicated that social issues relating to peace, justice, human rights, equality and race 

relations are just a few o f the topics that are dear to his heart. He speaks on these topics 

primarily through his career in high education where he conducts sensitivity training, 

diversity training and one-on-ones when needed because “awareness” is a key component 

that seems to be missing in today’s society. Robert was very confident and assertive as 

he spoke about his role in ensuring others feel included and comfortable being 

themselves. When asked how often he participated in traditional political activities such 

as attending political or community meetings, communicating with government or 

elected officials or contributing his time to a political candidates Robert indicated that he 

doesn’t do any of those things, but he is civically engaged. Robert explained that through 

his job he serves in additional roles including as Volunteer Coordinator. In the past three 

years he has volunteered with several community/service organizations including the Red 

Cross, United Way and Salvation Army. Additionally, he’s organized several one-time 

service activities such as working at local food banks and churches to help feed the 

homeless. When asked about the importance o f “ influencing social values o f the
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community” and “becoming a leader within the community” Robert indicated both are 

still “very important” parts of his values and beliefs on civic engagement.

Kate: African American Female. Kate completed her undergraduate education at 

the target institution then completed a graduate degree, got married and had one daughter. 

Having achieved such major academic and personal goals may explain why Kate felt that 

she didn’t have time to be civically engaged outside of her career duties which she 

emphasized on more than one occasion during the interview. As a counselor to college 

students, Kate says that she meets many students from single-parent households like her 

own. Kate’s remembers that her mother was very stern in reference to the following a 

schedule o f religious traditions that included singing in the church youth choir and 

serving as a youth usher. Her mother felt these activities would aid in her development 

by providing her a solid emotional foundation as well as some constructive uses for her 

leisure time. During her teen years her mother encouraged her to participate in clubs and 

organizations at her high school and hence Kate had fond memories of participating in 

fundraisers, canned food drives, community tutorial sessions and nursing home visits 

with her peers. Kate explained that her involvement wasn’t changed by heading off to 

college nearly 3 hours away from home. Once in college Kate quickly became involved 

in several organizations that led to leadership positions on campus. Taking the service- 

learning courses were a natural progression in her line o f development it seems, but she 

had no idea that the placement would prove so challenging or rewarding in the end. Kate 

was assigned to serve as the personal assistant to a teen boy with muscular dystrophy, a 

position her professor thought would complement her counseling major very well.

Placing her fear o f others with physical and mental challenges aside, Kate worked hard to
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fulfill her duties which providing his physical and emotional support for at least 2 hours a 

week for an entire semester. Additionally, Kate was required to document her duties and 

feelings in a journal each week. Kate indicated that she learned not to judge or let her 

own hesitancies keep her working with other people with physical or mental disabilities. 

When asked how she feels like the service-learning influences her today Kate quickly 

responded that as a counselor she is constantly working with students who may not have 

a physical or mental disability, but they have difficulty communicating which leads to 

problems in several areas o f their lives. Kate says that her job is not just Monday-Friday, 

9:00am-5:00pm. Instead, she finds herself conducing workshops, individual sessions, 

and social activities after the standard work day has ended and on weekends with not 

extra compensation. Kate says she is not active in any community organizations or clubs, 

nor is she concerned with anything related to politics but she is certainly civically 

engaged. Kate says that she is a member of an alumni chapter o f her undergraduate 

Greek sorority and organization is dedicated to performing services in the surrounding 

communities. From listening to Kate describe the activities I learned that she volunteers 

at minimum bi-weekly, pays hundreds o f dollars per year in membership fees and 

sponsorship o f activities and has held a leadership position since graduating from college. 

In addition to her Greek affiliation, Kate also attends church weekly and serves in several 

leadership positions there including as an Usher, Sunday School teacher, Vacation Bible 

School instructor, Pastor’s Aide member, and Hospitality Committee member. When 

asked if she participated in campaigns that pertain to peace, justice, human rights, 

equality, race relations, current events that are going on in the news today such as gay
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marriage or abortion, or had any political involvement in the past year or several years 

Kate indicated no, but she helps others so she is still civically engaged.

Lilly: African American Female. Lilly is a single female with no children. She 

graduated from the target institution then completed a Masters degree the following year 

and now works as a Teacher’s Coach in a local high school. Lilly is one o f 5 siblings 

raised in a two-parent household in the small town in Georgia. She shared that as far 

back as she could remember her parents were always involved in the town’s church, 

community and politics with her and her siblings in tow. Her pre-teen and teens years 

included weekly activities of church, Bible Study, Sunday School, and Youth Choir 

practice. The weekends included weekly activities o f community projects, neighborhood 

cleanups, and nursing home visits. Lilly elaborated saying it was not unusual that her 

parents would arrange for her or her siblings to be neighborhood helpers; dropping them 

off at an elderly persons home to wash dishes, fold clothes or be o f whatever service was 

needed for that week then return to pick them up late in the evening after their done.

Lilly stated that because home was in a very rural local there wasn’t any community 

sponsored clubs or organizations, but her high school offered a lot o f community service 

activities through the 4-H Club and Girl Scouts o f America Organization. Lilly 

remembers that her activism continued throughout her collegiate years as well. She 

spoke fondly about her participation with the Older American Council (OAC) and her 

service-learning courses, noting that the reflection time was most helpful in aiding her 

understanding of the importance o f what she was doing and how she could contribute 

differently or better in the future. Lilly remembers her service-learning courses providing 

her three or four different locations to serve and she enjoyed each of them.
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As she did in her pre-teen and teen years, Lilly is still very active in her church 

and volunteers weekly as a Youth Minister for the young adults. Lilly explained that she 

does not discuss social issues or current events, but she does spend her leisure time 

planning events for the young adults to attend together and works at helping others which 

includes providing information as needed. Additionally, Lilly shared that she does 

attending local political meetings such as town hall meetings, communicates with 

government officials, donates her money to fund political organizations that advocate for 

issues she values and volunteers her leisure time to canvass or advocate for political 

candidates o f her choice. I asked Lilly where this passion stemmed from and she said 

that she truly believed college had little to do, but instead it was her understanding that 

government flows from the top down so it is very important for everyone to be a leader 

by letting their voice be heard on the local, state and national level as much as possible.

Blake: American Caucasian Male. Blake is a single male raised in a two-parent 

household and educated in a medium sized catholic school for his elementary, middle and 

high school years. Blake stated that his parents were older than the parents of his peers 

when he was a pre-teen so they were always involved in the community as they still are 

today. During his college years Blake remembers taking his service-learning courses and 

thinking that each was unstructured compared to the structured social and service 

activities that his mother maintained for him as a pre-teen and teen. Blake could 

remember much about his college service-learning courses other than the professors were 

really cool and took good care o f the students by showing them the importance o f caring 

for others and maintaining a community focused mindset. One o f service-learning
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professors was really laid back and the other was good friend with a community ministry 

so that made his class cool as well in spite o f the course material not being too good.

Blake credits his current level o f civic engagement to his mom who encouraged 

him to duplicate activities sponsored by his catholic high school in the community that he 

lived in. Blake shared that it’s always puzzled him as to why so many civic organizations 

would help citizens internationally, but not locally - not those in “their own backyard.” 

Blake shared that it was early in his college career that he developed a goal to help those 

close to wherever home was. As a current elected official in his community, Blake says 

he tries to do his best to stay involved with the local school system, community clubs and 

organizations, and communicate with other government officials. Campaigning on 

current events and social issues such as peace, justice, human rights, equality, race 

relations are a part o f his everyday job duties. When asked about his stance or handling 

of international issues that may affect neighborhoods and citizens near his home Blake 

responded that he is purposeful about avoiding public comments on such topics, but 

instead choices to just read or study more on subjects o f interest privately. He added that 

he is silly enough to believe hard work can change things for the better.

Lacy: African American Female. Lacy is a single female with no children. As 

one o f three children bom to a teen mom and raised by her grandparents she is keenly 

aware o f the plight of unstable teens and young adults. Lacy attended the target 

institution, then completed a Masters degree and is currently pursuing a PhD as she 

works with underprivileged teens and volunteers in her local church. Lacy learned to 

work in the church from her grandfather who is the pastor o f her home church. She 

shared that serving others was an expectation of all the adults and all the children knew
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so. Working in her high school was not as much o f an expectation so when she went to 

college she wasn’t involved much there either. Lacy shared that her service-learning 

courses gave her an opportunity to get out and meet others. She remembers working hard 

to meet the 300 or 400 community service hours’ requirement and completing the journal 

entries. Tutoring, grading papers, and volunteering with Relay for Life were just a few o f 

the many activities she conducted. Since graduating from college Lacy has continued to 

work in the church as a part of the youth ministry. In this capacity she does what she 

learned in college: tutoring, programming for community events, etc. Lacy considers 

herself civically engaged but says that is not concerned with anything related to politics 

other than voting.

Traci: African-American Female. Traci is confident a single female with no 

children. She spoke with ease about her upbringing which included a supportive mother, 

participation in several pageants and completing tons o f community service hours before 

college. Traci’s mom encouraged her to be devoted in church as a child and as a result, 

she says without her faith in God she would never have completed her college degree no 

matter how smart she was. Traci says she began modeling and doing pageants at a young 

age and when doing those every contestant must have a platform from which to speak 

about. A platform is their subject of passion. Traci’s passion was service. She says 

“with service you can’t just talk about it, you’ve got to actually do it so I did.” Traci 

indicated that she completed hundreds o f community service hours staying busy and 

remembers her mother committing often, “Girl you came out the wound doing everything 

that you were big enough to do.” Considering her upbringing in church and the 

community, Traci said the target university was a perfect choice for her because during
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Orientation she remembered them talking about all the service opportunities offered.

Even as an alumnus she remembers joining collegiate clubs and organizations during the 

first week or two o f classes. By the time Traci had graduated she had participated in over 

10 organizations with no thought o f ever doing less. Traci was a pre-nursing student and 

explained that her goals have always been to do as much as possible to help others. The 

service-learning courses she took were actually required for all pre-nursing students. She 

remembers taking two or three and loving the projects, but not the structure o f the class. 

She explained that the professors utilized a lot of PowerPoint slide presentations during 

the class discussion time and she does not like PowerPoint presentations. Since 

graduating from college Traci has set her goals on trying to move up in her career, which 

for her means becoming an entrepreneur. Traci would like to open her own Hospice Care 

facility, caring for those who are terminally ill. She explained that this goal requires for 

her to have a lot of financial support which means she needs a lot o f  support from within 

the community. Traci spends her days working as an RN and networking. Networking 

events are typically community health fairs sponsored by local churches or by community 

groups for organization such as Relay for Life in which she works at table providing 

complementary blood pressure checks. Traci says that she has no interest in politics, but 

considers herself civically engaged. Table 3 reflects the self-reported civic engagement 

activities o f the participants.
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Table 3

Participant Engagement Profiles

Participant Before College During College After College

Tara

Robert

Kate

Lilly

Blake

Lacy

Traci

Had consistent parental influence

Active in Church

Active in Community 
Organization

Had consistent parental influence 

Active in Church

Had consistent parental influence 

Active in Church 

High School Clubs

Had consistent parental influence 

Active in Church 

High School Clubs

Had consistent parental influence

Active in Community 
Organization

Had parental influence 

Active in Church

Had consistent parental influence

Active in Church

Active in Community 
Organization

Participated in Service- 
learning

Participated in Service- 
learning

Joined Greek Fraternity

Joined College Sorority

Active in College 
Clubs/Organizations

Joined Greek Sorority

Participated in Service- 
learning

Joined College Sorority

Participated in Service- 
learning

Participated in Service- 
learning

Followed Influence o f 
friends

Participated in Service- 
leaming
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Findings related to the Pre-College Experience

The first research question asked “What were the pre-college civic engagement 

activities or behaviors of alumni who have participated in collegiate service-learning 

courses?” To frame the importance o f this question Dewey’s theories o f education are 

highlighted. Dewey contended that traits necessary to be a civically engaged as an adult 

will be developed if children are guided by a “teacher” and taught to behave 

cooperatively, sharing with and caring for one another. Based on the Dewey’s theories, 

these students will mature into adulthood with the goal o f creating an American society 

of their own image. Each participant was asked to describe their pre-college activities in 

an effort to capture more information about their pre-disposition or character traits before 

college. Two themes were identified: Theme 1, Parental influence; and Theme 2, 

Religious activities.

Parental Influence. Each o f the participants in this study indicated being either 

intrinsically or extrinsically motivated towards civic engagement activities before college 

by their parent(s) or guardian who served as their “teacher.” They encouraged consistent 

engagement in religious activities, community clubs/organizations and/or high school 

clubs/organizations by taking them, as minor who are unable to drive themselves, to 

weekly activities. All participates did not directly mention “my mom drove me to ...” or 

“my father took m e...,” but it was inferred as participates stated the requirement or 

expectation towards service, participate was a minor hence unable to drive, and the 

participant performed the activities. Participants used phrases such as “My parents kept 

us busy,” “1 was always...,” or “Every week I...,” to describe the frequency o f their 

involvement as a youth residing in the household with their parent(s) or guardian.
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The interviews revealed that each participant had consistent parental or guardian

influence serving as “teachers” in their lives as well. As parents or guardians they were

conscious and intentional about their role as civic teacher, requiring participants to be

civically engaged before college.

According to Lacy, the participant who was raised by her maternal grandparents,

they were committed to helping others and hence served as her civic teachers. She said,

I was very active before college.. .they made us volunteer.

Lilly’s experience was similar. She stated,

Before college I was very active with community service. My parents (took) us 
with them...they were always involved.

Blake’s had several members o f his immediate and extended family who served as his

civic teachers. He reflected upon his experiences in this way,

My mom was big in out-reach service and a lot o f my family were educators. A 
lot o f folks were around me and about giving back. Most Saturdays and often 
times after schools we were out and about trying to give back. Our parents took to 
keeping us busy. We were always on the place somewhere. I always felt the 
obligation to give a homeless person help.

When asked as her civic instruction, Tara said this o f her father and family friend who

she described as being like an aunt to her,

Dr. Dorothy Height, president o f the National Council o f  Negro Women, told my 
dad to get me involved. We knew her personally. I have pictures with her since I 
was like 8 years old. She used to come to my house to talk with me all the time. 
She dedicated her life to service and this really inspired me. In general my 
experiences that were community service or volunteer based helped 
me...basically shaping the character I have today.

Religious Activities. Six o f the seven participants described being actively 

engaged in religious activities before attending college. Common activities included 

singing in the church choir, ushering on Sunday mornings which required practice at least
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once a month and participating in youth events such as visiting the local nursing homes to 

help care for the elderly.

Tara reflected on her religious experiences saying,

I attended church on a regular basis. I sung in the choir. Even in my younger 
days I was an Alcolite (youth usher) so I’ve always attended church on a regular 
basis.

Kate felt that she too has always been actively involved in church. She said,

We went to church every week, every Sunday and some Wednesdays. We 
practiced for the choir once a month on Saturday and I sung one Sunday a month.

Lilly and Robert expressed the same sentiment.

1 was always active in church. As far back as I can remember I was always in 
church, bible study, Sunday school, the youth choir...every week, all the time.” 
Robert said, “My grandfather is a pastor so from a young age I’ve always had that 
exposure to the church.” When asked what type o f activities he was involved in 
at the church he elaborated saying, “church cleanups, community cleanups and we 
worked with food banks.

Religious events were introduced to participants at an early age, remained

constant during the participants’ youth including pre-teen and teen years and fostered a

trait of being active in their community and expecting nothing in return.

Lilly described her community experiences in the church saying,

I’ve visited nursery homes, the homes of elderly who couldn’t do for themselves 
and different people who had MS (Muscular Dystrophy).. .folding up their 
clothes. I did a lot o f community service through our church...my parents they 
were just really big on making sure that we were always doing for other people.

Religious activities also taught students to behave cooperatively as well.

Evidence o f this trait could be seen in comments such as these by Robert and Lacy.

Robert shared that the members o f the church organized the events. O f the collaboration

and cooperative spirit he reflected,
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We (the youth) worked with the church (the adults) to do church cleanups, 
community cleanups and we worked with food banks. We all just worked really 
well together.

Lacy’s sentiment was very similar. She shared,

I was in in the youth group and we were expected to show the way (for the 
younger children).” Specifically addressing the culture that exists in her church 
relating to teens modeling good behavior o f service and cooperation for the 
younger youth. She further indicated modeling such traits was “expected...for 
those 15 years of age and older.

Community and High School Clubs/Organizations. Although participation in

neither community nor high school clubs/organizations made the criteria for being

considered a theme (identified as important by at least half o f the interviewed

participants), it is worth noting that both were mentioned as having played a role in the

civic development of some participants.

Three participants indicated their parent(s) and/or extended family members

encouraged engagement in community clubs/organizations such as the American Cancer

Society and Jack & Jill of America, Inc. Opportunities to develop the skills o f

cooperation and feeling o f sharing and caring for others. Activities included participation

in neighborhood cleanups, food bank activities and caring for the neighborhood elderly.

Blake said that he was encouraged to participate in community clubs/organizations by his

mom and several extended family members who were very active in the community. He

cared so much for others that he felt compelled to share his time and resources with

others, such as homeless individuals, whenever he saw them. Blake reflected on the

impact o f his experience in community clubs/organizations saying this:

I got the presidential service award because I did over 100 hours. My mom was 
big in outreach service and a lot o f my family (members) was educators. A lot of 
folks were around me and they emphasized giving back. Most Saturdays and 
often times after schools we were out and about trying to give back. Sometimes 
we went to someone else’s event like the Relay for Life or soup kitchen. Once we
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got cars we took to trying to do things by ourselves. We took a liking to the local 
theatre so we did a lot over there. I think we did like 40 hours a week 
volunteering. Our parents took to keeping us busy. We were always on the place 
somewhere. I always felt the obligation to give a homeless person help.

Tara shared that her participation in community clubs/organizations was primarily 

through a Leadership Institute sponsored by a community organization. She couldn’t 

remember whom it was sponsored by, but she remembered working collectively with a 

group of girls to help others. She stated that her participation in the leadership institute 

lasted about 2 years and was designed to teach her leadership through helping others.

The projects were led by an advisor and included activities such as hosting bake sales, 

fundraising for the American Cancer Society, caring for the elderly in local nursing 

homes and collaborating with other organizations in the community such as the National 

Council for Negro Women in D. C.

Only Kate and Lilly indicated they were engaged in high school 

clubs/organizations such as the 4-H or BETA club; hence it was not identified as a theme 

although per participants, these activities also provided opportunities to be engaged.

Their interviews describe opportunities to collaborate with others and learn to share and 

care for others. Common activities include supporting national causes such curing cancer 

through the Relay for Life Annual Cancer Walk. O f high school clubs/organizations 

Blake acknowledged there were a lot o f activities and events held, but they had a 

different religious foundation to them and hence these activities didn’t appeal to him. 

Instead, the activities seen in high school were duplicated in the community so that they 

would have personal meaning to his life. Thus, Blake’s perspective links service in high 

school clubs/organization to religious beliefs. Another participant spoke o f her 

involvement in high school clubs/organizations saying it was required o f every student
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because there was not community recreation department. Due to the lack o f service

opportunities within the community, Lilly was forced to participate in high school

clubs/organizations. It is worth noting that Lilly shared the same learning objectives

about service as Kate, who participated in high school clubs/organizations because she

wanted to. Lilly framed her thoughts this way:

We all had to sign up because we didn’t have a rec. department. Before college I 
was very active with community service (through the high school). I did several, 
highway cleanups, I’ve visited nursery homes, and the homes of elderly who 
couldn’t do for themselves... I mean I’ve just always been active.

Kate reflected on her experiences in high school clubs/organizations in this way:

Well I was involved in a lot of organizations in high school and we would raise 
money for a lot of different things and have canned food drives. I’m sure I went 
to the nursing home a couple o f times. I did a lot o f tutoring and working with the 
elementary and junior high school. I did that weekly. I was (also) a peer mediator 
in school.

Both participants described positive experiences that required they work 

collaboratively, sharing and caring for others from during their involvement in high 

school clubs/organizations.

Summary of Findings Related to the Pre-College Experience. Each participant is 

an alumnus of the target institution who has taken a minimum o f two service-learning 

courses. Each was raised in a household in which participation in civic activities offered 

in church, community and/or high school clubs/organizations were required by their 

parent(s) or guardian. As a result o f their activist upbringing and pre-college civic 

experiences, participants learned traits o f cooperation, sharing and caring. According to 

Dewey’s theories of education these traits or characteristics o f youth who will be 

civically engaged adults. Table 4 summarizes the themes and frequency o f each as 

reflected from participant’s experiences before college.
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Table 4

Before College: Frequency o f Theme

Theme # of Participants who related to theme

Had Consistent Parental Influence 6

Active in Church 5

Findings Related to the College Experience

The second research question asked, “What were the collegiate activities o f

college alumni who have participated in service-learning course?” Current research 

indicated students should have received a course syllabus outlining the requirements of 

the course. The syllabus should have included the number o f community service and 

reflection hours required, the method in which course reflections would be conducted and 

the community need(s) that the student would be attempting to influence would also be 

outlined.

Additionally, unlike the community service done before entering college, service- 

learning courses were designed to benefit the community, institution and the student. 

Specifically focusing on the student’s benefits, experts agreed that course material should 

“come alive” and have a more personal meaning, students should demonstrate the 

relevance o f their life experiences to their career choices, gain an increased awareness o f 

current societal issues and diversity issues, in addition to having improved their 

interpersonal skills and developed an increase sense o f civic responsibility through active 

community involvement (Hatcher, 1998).
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To compare the experience that experts recommended as proper structure of a 

service-learning course with the experience o f each participant in this study, semi

structured questions were asked relating to their collegiate service-learning experiences 

and community service activities completed during their collegiate years individually or 

as part o f a group. Five themes were identified: Theme 1, Structured Course; Theme 2, 

Oral or Written Classroom Reflection; Theme 3, Relevance o f Life Experiences to Career 

Choices; Theme 4, Civic Values as a Collegiate; and Theme 5, Additional Opportunities 

to Be Civically Engaged.

Structured Service-learning Course. Five participants indicated that unlike the

community service they were accustomed to performing in their church, community or

high school club/organization, their service-learning experience was very structured.

They registered for the course and were assigned an instructor who served in the capacity

that their parents had when they were growing up. The instructor provided them with

details o f what they were doing, where it was being performed and how often the services

should be done. Tara described how she found her service-learning course and the

structure of it in in this way:

I found my first internship location. It was advertised on a flyer. It was approved 
because it fit my major. In that course we had to do a set number o f community 
service hours and we had to come back and reflect on it. I was paid. It was a 24 
hour rotation done over the course o f 6 weeks.

Robert described the structure o f his service-learning course in this way:

I was a history major and to get a history degree you had to take a service- 
learning course. We had to do approximately 2 hours a week for a 2 month 
period. The class met every Tuesday and Thursday.
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Kate reflected:

In my service-learning course we had a number o f sites that we could choose from 
as our top choices. 1 was placed at a farm in Georgia. We had to go at least 2 
hours a week for an entire semester.

Blake was sure that he registered for two service-learning courses, but could not

remember how many days a week the courses met. He was asked to share something

specific about the structure of the course and he reflected in this way:

I had classes on Tuesday and Wednesday. I can’t remember the name of the 
service courses or what we did, but I remember the professors were pretty cool. I 
remember they had us walk thru the Botanical Gardens for some unknown reason. 
I also remember Homelessness Week. They had us to eat soup for an entire week. 
Then there was a day when you had to sleep outside.

Blake added that class attendance and participation in the activities was required for

successful completion of the course.

Lacy reflected on her service-learning course and shared this:

Because I already knew what Relay for Life was I did it. I wanted to get to know 
people, network, get out and try something new so by the time I graduated I 
probably had 300-400 service hours from my courses. Every 30 hours equaled 
one academic credit.

Oral or Written Classroom Reflection. Five participants remembered the details

o f the reflection component o f their service-learning class hence reflection became a

theme. Kolb believed classroom reflection, conducted under the guidance o f the course

instructor, would help students to form concepts that are transformational for the

student’s development. It is the reflection process that provided long-term meaning to a

short-term experience. Tara reflected on the reflection component o f her service-

learning course and the importance it had on her development saying this:

I did my whole (community service) requirement over the summer and when we 
came back in the fall we had our classroom reflections at the end o f the 
semester.. .we talked about it...and sometimes we did journals and one time we 
did a formal presentation and discussed it in more detail before the class. It made
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me realize that I wanted to work with that population and age group long term. It 
helped me to realize what I wanted to do as a career. See if  I had never had the 
experience I would have never known that I really enjoyed working with the 
youth.

Robert expressed a similar sentiment saying:

Actually it was called a journal reflection and each time we went to the site we 
had an experience we had to reflect in our journal. That (writing in the journal) 
was going in to tell our initial thoughts, how those changed during the service 
activity and as well how it was going to help us in our future. I am a thinker 
naturally and 1 loved the reflection piece because it gave me the opportunity to 
look at what I had a passion for and what was needed in the community and how 
to address that.

Kate’s reflection was very similar to that o f Tara and Robert. Kate said,

We had to write journals about how we grew and the impact the experience had 
on us and the student. I think we had to do one a week....about 15 o f them. Oral 
reflections were started by the instructor, but the class pretty much took over the 
discussion. As a result of the reflections I realized I don’t like animals and I was 
hesitant to work with people with disabilities because I hadn’t been exposed to 
that a lot.

Lilly shared:

You would go and actually do the community service then come back and write in 
your journal what you did, how it went, what could you have done better, if the 
people were receptive, how you did it, what would you do different next time and 
how you think it might be perceived when you did it again. We had to do it so we 
didn’t forget what was done or what could have been done differently.

Traci’s experience was not unique. She too described the reflection component of

her service-learning course as beneficial to her development saying:

We conducted reflections probably 3 to 4 times during the course. The professor 
would make presentations via a PowerPoint then we would discuss our 
experiences aloud. We had a chance to hear someone else’s perspective on what 
we did or could do.

Relevance of Life Experiences to Career Choices. Within higher education 

faculty and administrators alike agree it is especially important to focus on student 

learning and career training; and hence, it is important to the relationship between the
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service-learning experience and career readiness. Five participants indicated that the

service-learning course gave insight or confirmation o f what they wanted to do as a

career profession. Tara was one of the five and she summarized it this way:

Through that (service-learning) experience I started working with youth programs 
and the Boys and Girls Club, and that’s when I really started to take an interest in 
working with the youth (as a career goal). My experiences that were community 
service or volunteer base helped me to decide what I wanted to be in life time 
commitment and basically shaped the character 1 have today. If it wasn’t for my 
experiences I wouldn’t be doing what I’m doing today.

Robert also stated there was a direct link between his service-learning course and

his career choices. He said,

I’m working in the college atmosphere and having that service-learning piece 
implanted in me from early on, I’m seeing all the seeds growing into trees 
because the service piece that I had in the past I am actually putting that into 
practice. I’m seeing that the experience has a tremendous influence in creating 
that service mindset which is so important in their future development of being an 
adult with a service mindset.

Kate explained that although she couldn’t remember the young man’s name, she

remembered that he had MS and that she developed a bond with him that guided her

towards her current career o f working with students emotionally challenged. She

described the impact of her service-learning experience on her career in this way:

At the time I was thinking I was going to be a child counselor...we developed a 
relationship... I would walk with him, talk with him and just be there for him. It 
(the experience) helped me to see that people aren’t their disabilities...so I was 
thinking ok, I can work with children with disabilities and still get through to 
them even though he couldn’t communicate with me in the way I was most 
comfortable, I could still communicate with him and understand what he meant.

When asked if the skills needed to communicate with her service-learning student

are the same skills that she relies on to communicate on her job today Kate stated,

If I think about it hard I could say yes. The students that I work with today, even 
though they don’t have physical or mental disabilities that are documented and 
medical in nature, the social disabilities or handicaps that they have sometimes 
cause difficulties in communication because I don’t necessarily understand what
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they are talking about or where they are coming from and they sometimes feel the 
same about me so it is having to find ways to get across that barrier and make 
each other understand so we can all move forward.

Both Lilly and Traci were in health related majors hence their service-learning

experiences were aligned with their majors. Each spoke of the alignment between their

experience, major and career goals. Lilly elaborated stating,

We went to the OAC, the Older American Council. We talked about diabetics, 
we did aerobics with them, and 1 even spoke with the young kids, during different 
modules on why not to smoke and why not to drink. We discussed how it affects 
the lungs and the brain.

Traci said:

I was involved in everything from the moment I arrived on campus, but the 
service-learning course was different. It was aligned with my major so it helped 
me to confirm that I wanted to be a nurse. I did blood pressure checks and worked 
a lot o f health information tables.

Civic Values as a Collegiate. Civic values are values that seek good for a 

community as a whole. Such values were most commonly accompanied by a civic 

attitude that prompted responses favorable towards a person, groups o f persons, event(s), 

activity, or circumstance aimed at improving society. There were several values or 

attitudes associated with someone who was deemed civically responsible or civic 

engaged. These included respect, care, and empathy towards others, a positive 

orientation towards conversations dealing with diversity or collaborations, tolerance of 

complexity, acceptance o f shared responsibility, and openness to learning from others.

Participants were asked to reflect on their mindset as a student and describe how 

important it was that they sought and gained opportunities to participate in clubs, 

organizations, student groups and community service activities in an effort to gauge their 

civic values. All participants indicated participating in engagement activities, such as on
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and off campus clubs and organizations, were very important to them as a student but for 

different reasons.

Tara felt that participating in clubs and organizations on campus was important,

but off campus associations was o f little priority.

Participating in clubs, organizations, groups and community service activities 
were “very important,” but it was different from political involvement which was 
“ .. .not as important. It’s not as much of a priority in my life.

Robert felt that participating in clubs and organizations on campus was important

because the experiences learned included leadership, responsibility and dependability,

traits needed to be a good citizen.

Participating in clubs, organizations or groups and community service activities as 
a student was very important to me. I am one that values the experience not only 
inside the classroom, but outside the classroom as well. The out o f class 
experiences were the ones that taught me about leadership, responsibility and 
dependability and it kind o f supplemented what I was learning in the classroom.
It helped me not to procrastinate, it helped me with communication skills, it 
helped with meeting new people and networking. All o f those experiences are 
defiantly the ones I remember and placed value in.

Robert explained that having the opportunity to participate in off campus clubs

and community organizations was equally important:

Those are the experiences were after you finish you feel a sense o f motivation and 
you feel that you’ve actually done something to better the community. Those 
experiences encouraged me to continue having a service mind.

Kate valued the traits learned and personal relationships made from involvement

in on campus clubs and organizations.

It was extremely importantly because o f course we’re here for the education but 
the relationships that you make and the experiences that you gain through clubs 
are more practical and useful for the future. O f course you need to the know the 
knowledge of your major but team building, team development, working in 
groups, planning activities, time management, all o f those facets of being 
involved in a club, prepare for life after college.
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Kate seemed to view students as leaders and hence felt the community could

benefit from students participating in off campus clubs and organizations. In summary,

Kate valued the community benefits gained from off campus clubs and organizations.

It was important because I know I didn’t get to college by myself so it was 
important to help people around me. Even if it’s not preparing people for college, 
i f  s just helping someone because you never did anything on your own so why not 
reach back.

Like Kate, Blake also valued the personal relationships made from participation in

on campus clubs and organizations saying,

Participating in clubs, organizations, groups and community service activities was 
hugely important because I was in school just before Facebook became really big. 
Clubs and organizations were the way that we socialized and learned how to work 
with one another. We worked closely with SGA and the Glee entertainment club. 
We took pride in taking a part in making our campus kind o f cool. Most o f the 
social groups were social based. Even the most extreme groups like the 
Caribbean based group were involved. Groups were always in competition to do 
the most. The culture fostered being out and about.

Additional Opportunities to Be Civically Engaged. In addition to the service- 

learning course, several participants highlighted the usefulness o f other student 

clubs/organizations in their civic development. Activities typically included the same 

activities mentioned before attending college: visiting nursing homes, serving at food 

banks, tutoring peers, etc., but in college the students noting being in leadership roles. In 

college the participants noted that they organized, collected, tracked, recorded, etc. They 

had taken on the administrative, or leadership, duties that were once done by their 

parent(s) or guardian. Robert, Kate, Lilly and Blake also indicated Greek service 

organizations were a strong influence to student’s civic development during the college 

years as they are missioned to serve the community and develop leaders who will be 

civically engaged in the future. Robert was very clear in identifying his Greek
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experience combined with his leadership in other campus organizations as major factors

influencing his character development while in college saying,

College really sparked the service piece in me. I was a part o f a social service 
fraternity were we did a lot of service events. I actually headed my fraternity for 
about 2 years because I was the president, but every organization I was in had a 
service component. So pretty much my undergraduate experience, each 
organization had a service component and I think that was a large part o f  the 
institution pushing service for the students.

Kate also shared that sentiment saying,

I joined Delta Sigma Theta sorority during my sophomore year. We served at the 
Rainbow House, the shelter for women and children, we did street cleanups 
monthly, educational programs weekly for the campus, we did the Harvest Fest 
for the community, this is when people would come to get their face painted, I 
was also a part of OBS, the organization for Black Students and I know 
particularly one year we did a toy drive for students and we donated the toys to a 
local organization. We got a plaque for donating the most toys that year. Canned 
food drives, clothes drives, I volunteered with Head Start for a year.

Kate made an important distinction between participation in the community 

service offered in a service-learning course and that conducted as a part of a Greek 

organization saying,

With the service for the sorority there was not a lot o f reflection, we did not write 
about it, you didn’t stop to think about it, you just did it so in the back o f your 
mind your thinking, I did something nice for someone, I raised some money for 
someone but with the service-learning experience it was more regular and because 
you had to sit and think about, talk about it and write about it you saw the changes 
that were going on within you and you were able to see the true difference that 
you were making. Even though I’m sure the impact was the same, the perceived 
impact was different.

Blake was not affiliated with a Greek fraternity but indicated that there were

several opportunities to be civically engaged even if you weren’t Greek, but he too

quickly realized the value that the Greek organizations offered.

I was the founding member of the Lions Club. One o f the big things is blindness 
prevention. All my friends ended up doing it too, but I realized the Greeks were a 
lot better at getting into the community than we were. Clubs like that (Lions Club) 
have an international approach. They have no problem collecting five thousand 
eye glasses and ten thousand dollars to send to Africa, but in a county located just
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a few miles down the road, there is tons o f help needed, but those kinds of 
organizations don’t do anything for them. 1 don’t know why and it’s the 
damnedest thing. Maybe they didn’t want to see it.

Additionally, it should be noted that three participants indicated gaining an

increased awareness of current societal and diversity issues while in the collegiate

service-learning course.

Robert responded to questions about his growth resulting from the collegiate

service-learning course saying,

This course was amazing to me because I’ve always had an interest in education 
and we had to couple our passions with working in the community. I really liked 
the fact that it was an education service project so we were history majors going 
into the community pretty much using what we learned in class, using the 
techniques that we learned to see how we can apply that to different situations just 
to show that a lot o f what we were learning could be transferred to the community 
experience that we were having.

Kate shared similar sentiment for her collegiate service-learning experience saying,

I was hesitant to work with people with disabilities because I hadn’t been exposed 
to that a lot and so working with him, even though I’m still somewhat hesitant, I 
saw, ok he’s a little boy, he didn’t choose this, he was sweet, he liked to mess 
with my hair and play jokes on me and even though he couldn’t verbalize it or run 
around and play like other little normal boys he still was so in that way I grew. I 
now try not to let my own hesitancies keep me from working with other people 
with physical or mental disabilities.

Blake summarized his experience this way:

It was designed to help create empathy which I now realize is important whenever 
you are trying to serve somebody. Another thing that was important was to help 
or assist folks without embarrassing or crippling them. I think I realized there 
was a better way to provide service without embarrassing others.

Summary of Findings Related to the College Experience. The participants were 

keenly aware o f the difference between their pre-college community service activities 

and the collegiate service-learning course. Before attending college parents served as 

“teachers,” encouraging civic engagement with no reward. The outcome of such 

experiences was primarily traits needs for one to be civically engaged according to
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Dewey’s’ theories o f education. In comparison, participants seem to identify the service- 

learning experience as something totally new; very much different from the prior 

community engagement experience. The service-learning course is described as 

structured with benefits to both the community and the student. None of the participants 

mentioned any benefits of the service-learning course for the institution. Equally as 

important, participants noted that the reflection sessions gave them an opportunity to 

conceptualize as Dewey had predicted. It was during this process that student’s 

expressed an understanding of how they had grown, gaining a better understanding of 

their passion, career goals and civic responsibility although each indicate having civically 

oriented values during college. O f particular interest was student’s observation that 

service-learning was only one o f the methods by which their civic development was 

enhanced. Participants identified student organizations including, but not limited, to the 

Greek organizations as an excellent way to learn how to become engaged. Table 5 

summarizes the themes and frequency o f each as reflected from participants’ experiences 

during college.
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Table 5

During College: Frequency o f  Theme

Theme # of Participants who related to theme

Structured Service-learning Course 5

Oral or Written Classroom Reflection 5

Relevance of Life Experiences to Career 
Choices

5

Civic Values as a Collegiate 7

Additional Opportunities to Be Civically 
Engaged

4

Finding Related to the Post College Experience

The third research in this study was “In what ways have college alumni who 

participated in collegiate service-learning courses been civically engaged since 

graduating from college?” To categorize the findings o f the post college experience in a 

concise manner that specifically addresses this research question, the section highlights 

participant’s responses relating to their experiences since graduating from college. 

Interview questions prompted participants to speak on their post college religious 

activities, stance on social issues and current events, political involvement and attitudes 

and values. The themes identified as relevant by 5 or more participants were: Theme 1, 

Religious Activities; Theme 2, Social Issues and Current Events; Theme 3, Civic 

Activities; and Theme 4, Civic Values. Research on civic development, particularly for 

adults who have completed a collegiate service-learning course, includes a great deal of 

work on the four step process initially created by Dewey, but advanced by the work of
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Kolb. The four step experiential learning cycle provides a foundation for understanding 

why former service learning students are expected to demonstrate civic responsibility 

more so than students not exposed to the service-learning curriculum.

Kolb suggests if a student (1) encounters a concrete experience (gained through 

the service-learning experience); (2) participates in classroom reflection (gained through 

the service-learning experience); (3) conceptualizes, meaning has time to think, explain 

or come up with new ideas about their experience (gained through the service-learning 

experience); and (4) applies the new knowledge over an extended period o f time (gained 

through the service-learning experience); then the student is expected to demonstrate an 

increased sense o f civic responsibility at the end of the course and intimately become an 

engaged citizen after graduating. This process and goal are rationale for sustaining 

service-learning courses and hence courses are offered repeatedly across college 

campuses in the United States. This survey asked participants about their post college 

experiences to gauge their level o f civic responsibility and engagement as a college 

alumnus who has participated in the four step experiential learning cycle.

Religious Activities. Prior to college nearly all o f  the participants indicated being 

involved in religious activities. This high number could have resulted from the fact that 

each participant had a parent or guardian who was a strong influence in their lives 

promoting community service through the church. Having completed college and entered 

adulthood, where they are solely responsible for their time and resources, the church is no 

longer a primary outlet for the demonstration o f civic behaviors for three o f the 

participants.
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Tara was very involved in religious activities before college serving as a youth usher and

youth choir member at the encouragement o f her mother. She describes her present level

of service through the church in the following manner:

I’m not as active (in church) although I still attend regularly. There’s nothing in 
particular that I do anymore. I don’t sing in the choir or serve on any boards, but I 
do still attend.

Robert said,

I’ve always had that exposure to the church (before college). In terms o f service 
through church, now that I am out o f school it is not at the forefront as it was in 
high school and the beginning stages o f undergrad.

Blake reflected on his service through the church post college saying,

Somewhere in college there was a drop-off. I mean I never got a church home. I 
came home a lot of weekends and that’s when I went to church. I can remember 
being interested and going every now and then.

Kate, Lilly, Lacy, and Tracy indicate still being extremely engaged in their 

church. Their involvement has progressed from to include holding leadership positions 

that enable them to work collaboratively, demonstrating traits o f sharing and caring with 

other in and outside o f the church.

Kate said,

I teach children’s church every 2nd and 4th Sunday. I teach 12-16 year olds and the 
little kids as well. I taught vacation bible school one year. I am on the hospitality 
committee so I opened doors and greeted guests once a month. I’m on pastor’s 
aide board. I assist in getting gifts for the pastor and his family and making sure 
that things are fine.

Lilly also works collaboratively in the church demonstrating traits o f sharing and caring.

I’m still active. I am now the assistant director for our young adult ministry. I 
plan different activities for them in addition to ministering to them.
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Lacy beamed with pride as she described her collaborative works in the church saying,

I work with the youth ministry. We do a lot o f community service and 
community events. We read books, go on college tours, we tutor them, and help 
with homework.

Traci also spoke on the importance o f continuing her service through the church saying,

I am still very active. My mother started me off with a good foundation, I 
continued attending church during college and I am still active today.

Social Issues and Current Events. Because all participants had completed a

minimum of two service-learning courses, it was expected that students would have a lot

to say when asked about social issues such as peace, justice, human rights, equality, race

relations as the course is designed to increase student’s understanding of current currents.

Instead, there was in obvious divide among participants in their level o f care and interest

although participant’s upbringing and collegiate activities were very similar. Some

participants indicated no level o f concern for addressing, speaking of, or inquiring about

social issues, while others demonstrated great passionate. Robert described how he felt

about such topics saying:

That is definitely a near and dear topic for me. I express it through pretty much 
all aspects o f my life because that is just a subject that is near and dear to me.
I think we need to recognize what we say, what we do, how we act because all o f 
that plays a part in the comfort o f the people around us. And sometimes body 
language or the way we look at someone or a joke that we hear and repeat can 
play a joke in how someone feels comfortable with us or if someone feels 
comfortable coming and talking to us in a situation. I think awareness is the 
important piece and that’s how I use it in my job today. Thinking about terms 
that people use such as ‘that’s so gay’ or ‘that’s lame’ or terms that they may not 
know the true meaning to but just making sure that if  I’m present I make sure that 
I let them know that it has a meaning and may be considered offensive to 
someone. Just always try to be aware o f that and trying to ensure that I use 
inclusive language. To not assume certain things about people so that they feel 
comfortable coming to me and talking to me.

Kate, Lilly, and Lacy indicated they are proactive in seeking opportunities to help 

others, but neither chooses to address social issues. Each answered “no” or “none” to the
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questions attempting to gauge their activism on social issues such as peace, justice,

human rights, equality, race relations. Blake elaborated on his apathy for addressing

social issues in this way,

I just feel like my opinion might not matter enough on such major issues. I don’t 
know... I just feel that my perspective is not a worldwide perspective, but 1 feel 
like a real champion locally. I try to look out for equality. Iju s tfee lan  
individual should be able to do whatever it is that’s best for them and I’d 
appreciate if the rules and policies didn’t affect me and my business.

Lacy expressed an appreciation for promoting unified social values, but seemed to

lean more towards individual, local activism as opposed to participating in organized

state or national efforts. She explained it this way:

In reference to the citizen’s well-being...I think that’s really important. I think 
that the welfare o f the people (as it relates to social issues) should be at the 
forefront o f the government or my life. I think (we all have) the same issues 
basically...usually money, family, all the relationships, blah, blah, blah...and I 
think people are looking for the same thing that can be love, purpose, passion...I 
think we are all trying to find our way. So I think it’s (social issues are) important.

Civic Participation. All participants indicated they had voted in a local, state or 

national election in the past year and each advised they were civically engaged, but the 

literature indicates that civic engagement, or civic participation, is about more than 

merely voting. To be engaged civically refers to the individual and collective actions 

designed to address issues of public concern. Participating in activities impacting the 

decision making or governance of the community’s resources are key steps to being 

engaged. In an effort to be engaged citizens may choose a variety o f roles that include, 

but are not limited to, attending community boards meetings, serving as an elected 

official, making financial contributions to charities, and demonstrating personal 

accountability.
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In an effort to understand the relationship between collegiate service-learning 

courses and alumni civic engagement the researcher needed to understand if participants 

felt they were civically engaged in other ways outside o f voting, why or why not, what 

type o f activities they were involved in, and how often. To meet this challenge semi

structure interview questions from the approved instrument were utilized.

Attending meetings o f  local governing boards or organizations. Three participants 

indicated they had not attended a meeting o f a local governing board, communicated with 

a government official nor had any interested in government or politics due to distrust in 

politicians.

Lacy said:

It difficult because everyone has their own decisions and I don’t think decisions 
are led for the betterment of the community sometimes and they get so political 
and they are not for the people. I think we get so wrapped up that the decisions 
aren’t totally for the people. I tend to shy away from those issues that are 
conflicting.

Kate and Lacy indicated for purposes related to work only, once a year they had

communicated with a government official by letter, email or telephone and organized

other people for some public policy, issue or concern.

Lilly is the only participant who had experiences o f being raised attending

political events with her parents. She shared that her parents took her and her siblings

with them to vote. She remembers hearing her parents and their friends discussing

politics and as an adult, she now surrounds herself with others who are actively involved

in politics and she is actively involved.

I have gone to or participated with voter registration, helped a local political party 
and helped in a national political race.
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Blake attends and participates in meetings o f a local governing boards and town 

hall meeting to discuss policy issues because he is an elected official. As a part of his 

work he regularly communicates with government officials by letter, electronic mail, 

telephone, etc. to share his opinion on matters related to public policy. Blake shared that 

he also participated in political activities before becoming an elected official largely 

because he did these types of events while in college. Outside of his service-learning 

classes and his part-time job he volunteered to work political campaigns. As a history 

major he thought it was good experience.

Contributing Time to a Charitable Group in the Past Year. As a civically 

responsible or engaged citizen the literature indicates one may choose to support charities 

or non-profits aimed at helping the less fortunate. Participants were asked if they have 

contributed their time to a charitable group such as the Red Cross, United Way or the 

Salvation Army since graduating from college. Variables that influenced participants’ 

decision of whether to contribute their time to a charitable cause were their relationship to 

the cause or organization, the type o f employment they held.

Two participants indicated they had not contributed any time to a charitable group 

or organization and offered no rational as to why. O f the four participants who had given 

of their time to aid charities or other non-profits missioned to help the less fortunate, only 

one had volunteered independently he’s indicating there may be a relationship between 

volunteering and flexibility of employment. Blake indicated that he can sign up to do 

independent things, such as volunteer, coach baseball, etc. during normal working hours 

because he had a super cool job that allows him to do that. He acknowledged that most 

adults do not have that flexibility.
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Robert had contributed his time through his employment. He explained that in 

his position as a volunteer coordinator he looks for events that will link his students to the 

community. The local food bank and Loaves and Fishes were just two of many that he 

has worked with. We had boxes setup in our residence halls and students were able to 

donate to those causes then we sent those over for different holidays. Robert explained 

that his role as Volunteer Coordinator is one o f several collateral assignments within his 

department that staff members can volunteer to head up because,

I was passionate about it and wanted to take up.

Kate indicated she had also contributed time to a charitable organization, but it

was through her sorority’s alumni chapter. Kate shared,

I served as an officer and commit 3-4 hours per week from November thru March 
which is their heavy fundraising season. I do college fairs, dance practices, 
mother/son socials and talent shows.

Lacy said that she too had contributed her time to a charitable group or

organization through her church. When I asked what motivated her to do that she said,

Well I encourage others to give back and encourage them to do something that 1 
don’t do. I had time on my hands and I was finding myself wasting a lot of time 
so I also wanted to do it also. I signed up for a homeless ministry.. .well let me 
say I signed up for Day Break...a community organization located in downtown.”

Blake stated that he too had contributed his time to a charitable group or

organization such as the Red Cross, United Way, or Salvation Army.

I’m involved with Red Cross training. I want to be apart. I’ve got this cool job 
that always me to do what I want. ..its good when your passion or desires mesh 
with your work. When it comes to service it’s got to be something you enjoy to 
make you half way want to do it.

During the interview with Tara, Robert and Lilly they too indicated they had 

contributed their time to a charitable organization, but in a more non-tradition way. Each 

attended a social event such as a ball, movie night or play because the cost o f admission
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was set as a fundraiser for some community initiative. Tara indicated that she attended 

three Movie and a Dinner date nights sponsored by her home church because the monies 

raised were going to fund a new community center. She shared that the events were her 

way of giving back and having fun at the same time and she’s still glad she attended.

Contributing Money to a Charitable Group in the Past Year. All participants 

indicated that they had given money to a charitable group or organization. Variables that 

influenced their decision to give included how much money they had available for their 

own needs and their relationship to the person or organization requesting the 

contribution. Four participants indicated they had contributed money and/or other items 

within the past year. Kate and Lacy shared these thoughts on their values related to 

giving.

Kate reflected saying,

If my finances allow then I definitely want to contribute, if it’s an organization 
that I know someone who benefits directly or for instance, the American cancer 
society I know people who have cancer. Friends ask me. Lots o f times if 
someone that I know asks then I do my best to donate. I do like to donate to 
United Way through my job because I know it helps people in my area 
particularly.

Lacy expressed her thoughts this way:

I love to give. I think.. .1 don’t know.. .1 think serving is the highest form. I think 
when you forget about yourself and give to others you find the greatest joy, but at 
some point you do have to have a balance because you need to take care of 
yourself. I think my family is giving period, umm my grandfather especially.

She explained that her grandfather had a big hand in raising her hence she gives

because it is her family’s culture to give.

...my mom was so young. So I would say my entire family gives and sometimes 
they give to a fault and I don’t think we know how to say no or separate the two. 
They are just giving, giving, giving.
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Influencing the Political Structure. Participants were asked to describe how

important it is to have opportunities to influence the political structure o f their

community by giving of their time or financial resources in an effort to gauge their values

as college alumni who have completed two service-learning courses.

More than half of the participants indicated influencing the political structure of

their local, state and national government was very important, but they do not support,

advocate or canvass for an political candidate. When asked how often they participated

in activities related to these “very important” events, most participates indicated on a very

infrequent basis. This suggest that participants influenced the political structure o f their

local, state and nation on a reactive, inconsistent basis; mostly likely seldom seeking

opportunities to be engaged politically although they see the importance o f such

activities. Further conclusions could be drawn to suggest there are other factors that

influence where people place action behind their values. For example, Kate said being

politically involved with the community, state and nation was important but she must

give priority to assisting her daughter before helping others.

... I have a child and I follow education more because o f my career. Children 
need more than just their parents to thrive and a strong community is a must for a 
child and if no one cares and no one is trying to help these children then their 
future is bleak but also our future is bleak because they are going to be the ones to 
take over once we can’t do it anymore. I honestly am not very politically 
involved because I feel like a lot o f times politicians say what they need to say to 
get the vote and then when they get in the position they do what they need to do to 
remain in the position. Sometimes ideas change based on money and people are 
human so I don’t really get involved. I believe that they want to make a 
difference and they want to make a change but the nature o f the beast is such that 
everything they say they’re gonna do or want to do is not going to happen so I just 
don’t get involved.

It should be noted that Kate did not participate in any political activities while in 

the service-learning course or while in her other academic classes; hence knowing how to
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influence the political structure o f her community, state or nation while balancing other

requirements of life may be a challenge.

Blake also indicated he felt it was very important to be involved in political

activities because those who are involved give help to those who don’t have ways to help

improve. He noted that he had participated in political activities while in college and

shared memories o f assisting with numerous political campaigns for candidates running

for election or reelection. Blake’s experiences included coordinating volunteers,

canvassing for supporting and organizing fundraisers.

Lacy and Robert shared a much different point o f  view. Both consider themselves

to be civically engaged, but not “political.” Lacy says that she leaves politics to people

who have that at the forefront o f their agenda.

I believe there are people who are called to do that and were called to serve and 
that’s just not my purpose or passion and to serve or to influence someone to do 
something that I’m not eager about would not be for the betterment o f the 
community.

Traci indicated that she voted and felt as though she was influencing the political 

structure of her community, state and nation in that way, but had no desire to do more 

than that by running for office or contacting elected officials.

During the conversation about the participants’ values on influencing the political 

structure o f their community, state and nation, participants were also asked if that had 

volunteered their time to support, canvas or advocate a candidate in the past year to gain 

specific insight on the actions they’ve demonstrated.

Two participants, Lilly and Blake indicated they have supported, canvassed or 

advocated for a candidate since graduating from college, but Tara, Robert, Kate and Lacy
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shared they have canvassed or advocated for a candidate since graduating from college 

and again expressed a dislike for politics and/or government in statements like this one. 

Lacy said,

Everyone has an opinion and has their thoughts about who should do what and 
what works best and so I don’t feel the need to express mine. I keep my political 
views to myself.

Participants were asked if they had contributed money or items in support o f a

political candidate, party or organization in the past year. Tara, Robert, Kate and Lacy

indicated “no” and I noticed that each answered confidently with outward expression of

shame, regret, sadness, or remorse for not being more involved. Lilly and Blake both

indicated they have given to a political candidate, party or organization.

Participants were asked if they were seeking a political office. All participants

with the exception o f Blake, who presently serves as an elected official, indicated they do

not plan to seek or hold a political office in the future. Kate offered these thoughts on the

question of holding an elected office in the future:

I have never sought one. There are a lot of things that I see could be changed for 
the better so in the future I may but that’s a strong maybe. It’s not a goal that I 
have.

Influencing the Social Structure with Your Community. Influencing the social 

structure of the community refers to the relationship between different groups or entities. 

During the interview participants were asked about their views on how important it was 

for them to influence the social structures of their community, meaning the economic 

system, legal system, political system, cultural system. Questions under this sub-heading 

ask participants to assess how important is it that they influence rules, laws or policies 

that relate to the distribution of wealth or other valued goods; things that affect the 

family, religion, law or class to name a few.
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Robert answered,

Social values are defiantly important to me. As you can see, the political scene is 
not something that I really take a large part in but socially taking a part in the 
community and making those networking efforts and also making difference in 
the community, that’s where my passion lies rather than making a difference 
politically.

Lilly shared,

Influencing the political and social structure o f the community and becoming a 
leader within the community are very important, but influencing the political 
structure o f your state and nation is extremely important because everything flows 
from the top down.

Lacy responded,

I would have to say... in reference to the citizen’s well-being and I think that’s 
really important. I think that the welfare o f the people should be at the forefront 
o f the government or my life umm just because I know how important it is to 
motivate my neighbor or inspire my neighbor to do something different or just 
help them out when needed.

Participants seemed to influence the social structure of their community in groups also. 

Kate shared,

My sorority.. .that’s my major thing. We rung the bell for the Salvation Army this 
past Christmas. When I can I try to go to one o f the elementary schools in the 
area, where my nephew goes to school, to show my face. The kids are so happy 
even if you aren’t there to see them. They are going to want to talk to you. Just 
showing them that amount o f attention is good. I donate money all the time...like 
weekly or bi-weekly. I try to visit the school monthly or bi-monthly.

Becoming a leader within the Community. Service-learning courses were designed 

to mold students into civically engaged graduates who are active, global citizens ready to 

make a difference in the world. Four participants shared this sentiment, but drawing a 

deep comparison between being political and being a leader. Participants also discussed 

the importance o f modeling behaviors demonstrating good civic responsibility.
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Robert said,

That is defiantly a growing importance to me. Right now I place a lot o f my time 
in the job as I live and work here. Maybe once I have a different position and am 
actually living in the city community that will play a larger role in my getting 
involved in the community.

Lacy reflected,

Becoming a leader by the life that I live, that’s truly important. By being a model 
for people or living a life that’s umm 1 guess noteworthy, helping people out, 
serving, loving despite hurt, that sort o f thing. ..modeling the way, 1 believe that 
sort of thing is important I believe. And 1 think that’s what makes great leaders, 
when you show people how to walk or how to live.

Kate said,

I think it’s important to become a leader, but by leader I’m not necessarily talking 
about in politics or being elected a leader. You can be a leader just by the way 
you are. My thing with my students is that you’re going to dress appropriately, 
you’re going to speak appropriately and you’re going to focus on your education. 
In doing that I try to behave in such a way because I never know when I’m going 
to see my student. So as far as me finding an organization so that I can be 
president, that’s not important to me; but just always being a good role model, yes 
that’s important.

Traci expressed a similar sentiment saying,

It is defiantly important to be a leader in your community. Every person should 
work for that.. .to be a good example for others.

Civic Values as Alumni. Former students o f service-learning courses are

expected to demonstrate a change in interest relating to community issues and civic

action (Packer, 2009). To understand the participants’ change in attitudes and values as a

student and as an alumnus, each was asked to describe the most influential collegiate and

life experiences since graduating from college. Their responses are highlighted below.

Tara indicated that it wasn’t her collegiate involvement, but her high school

experiences that were most influential to her current values on civic engagement.

I got to co-facilitate the annual high school summit and that’s when I decided that 
I wanted to work with the youth full time and I began to understand my leadership
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capabilities because I was responsible for organizing and coordinating an event 
and that was the first time that I’d been in charge o f an event. When you do 
things you’ve never done before that’s when you start seeing your potential and 
you begin to build character. You begin to see what type o f personal contribution 
you want to make to society.

Tara then connected her high school experience to her post graduate experience 
saying,

Well now I’m working and my job is working with the youth. I am a so I get to 
continue working with students and do things I’m not required to do on the job, 
but I still feel that it’s necessary to help out and be a positive influence, helping 
hand or good influence to someone who’s trying to figure it out in life.

Since graduating from college, she has spent a considerable amount o f  time thinking

about her former mentor.

Since I graduated from college Dr. Dorothy Irene Height. She wrote my 
recommendation letter to get into Hampton. When she died I saw the president of 
the United States shed a tear and to know that she dedicated her entire life to 
service was really inspiration to me. I think she was in her 90s when she passed. 
She got to see a great deal of things in her life and me just knowing her was one 
o f the most influential things in my life.

Robert, Kate, Blake and Lacy shared that it was their collegiate experiences that

shaped their post college values the most.

Robert expressed his feelings this way:

I would have to say my residence assistant position coupled with my fraternity 
experiences. Those two stand out to me exponentially because like I mentioned 
earlier the fraternity, its social service so that service piece was so, so, so, very 
important because that’s what we were founded on and that’s what we wanted to 
put into practice from day to day. In the RA, the resident assistant position, it was 
so important. Service initiatives were implanted in our training and our staff 
development so it was a huge piece o f what we did on a day to day basis. Even in 
our programming model that we put on for the residents, we had to have service 
component in that model.

Robert indicated that it is his fraternity ties, educational goals and career in student affairs

that still shape his values today saying,

I’m working in the college atmosphere and having that service piece implanted in 
me from early on, I’m seeing all the seeds growing into trees because the service
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piece that I had in the past and I actually putting that into practice at my job so 
like I said it’s just very important to continue to have that service piece.

Kate shared that she remembers the Kids Yule Love Toy Drive as the experience 

that shared her values the most in college. This activity was sponsored by the 

Organization o f Black students. Since graduating from college Kate shared that her 

sorority and religious commitments have continued to shape her values, but she has 

learned that she must balance her civic and family values so that she is effective in both 

areas.

We are a community service based organization so I wouldn’t say I am engaged 
and not do it. I see the oath again each month and it helps to keep me involved. I 
do things because I see the need and if no one else is feeling it then I’ll do it 
which is how I ended up teaching children’s church. No one else wanted to do it 
and it needed to be done so I did it, but right now I’m having a hard time trying to 
find time because I have a small child and I don’t want to spend all o f my time 
helping the community and neglect my child. It’s important even if it’s just an 
hour here and there. I realize it doesn’t have to be weekly, just some time to help 
someone else because when you’re helping other people you realize you don’t 
really have it that bad.

Blake identified his service-learning course instructors most influential on his

civic values since graduating from college. He remembers the instructors making a

personal relationship with him. They demonstrated care and concern.

The instructors took good care o f us. They showed us that caring was important. 
We walked out with a very community focused mindset. The ideal largely came 
from those guys and not the course itself.

Blake indicates that his present values are continuously shared by the thought that

he can make a difference. Change is absolutely possible.

Lacy expressed her thoughts in the following manner:

I think it was my community service or volunteering with my group or 
individually. I think it was just helping people and just getting to know people; 
even if it was the eight girls on my side of the floor. I think by my grandparents 
encouraging us to be a part o f the community that allowed me to grow and 
understand people better.
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Lilly is the participant who grew up with parents who participated in traditional

civic activities such as voting, campaigning, contacting elected officials, etc. Lilly

indicated that her values were shaped prior to college or high school.

I don’t think my college experience had a whole lot to do with it. I think it just 
came from me wanting to know what’s going on so that if need be I can put my 
two cents in to make sure the best decision can be made for the community. My 
parents took us with them when they went to vote. They showed us how to press 
the buttons and who to vote for. They were always involved. I think it’s 
extremely important that everyone’s voice is heard and the people who are 
making the decisions make it known to the public why decisions are made and 
what is going on. It is extremely important that people attend meetings and stay 
engaged so that they know what’s going.

Summary of Findings Related to the Post College Experience. The third research 

question in this study was “In what ways have college alumni who participated in 

collegiate service-learning courses been civically engaged since graduating from 

college?” Literature on civic development, particularly for students who have completed 

an experiential learning course, discusses a four step process that provides a foundation 

for understanding why former service-learning students are expected to demonstrate civic 

responsibility. To better understand how these college alumni have demonstrate the civic 

responsibility learned from their experiential learning course, participants were asked 

semi-structured questions about their post college experiences. Four themes were 

revealed: Religious activities, social issues and current events, civic activities and civic 

values as an alumnus. Details relating to each theme are as follows:

Post College Religious activities - Prior to college nearly all o f the participants 

indicated being involved in religious activities. Having completed college and entered 

adulthood, where they are solely responsible for their time and resources, the church is no 

longer a primary outlet for the demonstration o f civic behaviors for three o f the 

participants.
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Social issues and current events - There was in obvious divide among participants 

in their level of care and interest although participant’s upbringing and collegiate 

activities were very similar. Some participants indicated no level o f  concern for 

addressing, speaking of, or inquiring about social issues, while others demonstrated great 

passionate. Personal responsibility to help others seemed to be a common thread 

demonstrated by three of the participants as well.

Civic activities - All participants indicated they had voted in a local, state or 

national election in the past year and each advised they were civically engaged, but the 

literature indicates that civic engagement, or civic participation, is about more than 

merely voting. To be engaged civically refers to the individual and collective actions 

designed to address issues of public concern. Participating in activities impacting the 

decision making or governance of the community’s resources are key steps to being 

engaged. In an effort to understand the relationship between collegiate service-learning 

courses and alumni civic engagement the researcher needed to understand if participants 

felt they were civically engaged in other ways outside o f voting, why or why not, what 

type of activities they were involved in, and how often. To meet this challenge questions 

were asked under several sub-topics that are commonly associated with civic activities: 

Attending meetings o f local governing boards or organizations, Contributing Time to a 

Charitable Group in the Past Year, Contributing Money to a Charitable Group in the Past 

Year, Influencing the Political Structure, Influencing the Social Structure with Your 

Community, and Becoming a Leader within the Community. Table 6 summarizes the 

themes and frequency of each as reflected from participant’s experiences post college.
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Table 6

Post College: Frequency o f  Theme

Theme # of Participants who related to theme

Religious Activities 5

Social Issues and Current Events 5

Civic Participation 7

Civic Values 6

Summary

Participants included in this study were not controlled for academic major or 

socio-economics backgrounds, but the results highlighted differing service-learning 

experiences and varied opinions to questions evaluating their experiences. As a result o f 

the participant’s answers, eleven themes were identified as having occurred either before 

college, during college or post college: (Before College) Theme 1, Consistent Parental 

Influence; Theme 2, Active in Church; (During College) Theme 1, Structured Service- 

learning Course; Theme 2, Classroom Reflection; Theme 3, Relevance to Career 

Choices; Theme 4, Civic Values; and Theme 5, Additional Opportunities to Be Civically 

Engaged; (Post College) Theme 1, Religious Activities; Theme 2, Social Issues and 

Current Events; Theme 3, Civic Activities; and Theme 4, Civic Values.

The first research question asked “What were the pre-college civic engagement 

activities or behaviors of alumni who have participated in collegiate service-learning 

courses?” hence questions inquiring of participants’ pre-college experience were 

required. To frame the importance o f this question Dewey’s theories o f education are
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highlighted. Dewey contended that traits necessary to be a civically engaged as an adult 

will be developed if children are guided by a teacher and taught to behave cooperatively, 

sharing with and caring for one another. Based on the Dewey’s theories, these students 

will mature into adulthood with the goal o f creating an American society o f their own 

image. Each participant was asked to describe their pre-college activities in an effort to 

capture more information about their pre-disposition or character traits before college and 

as a result two themes were identified: Theme 1, Parental influence; and Theme 2, 

Religious activities.

Answers to the interview questions revealed that each participant is an alumnus of 

the target institution and has taken a minimum of two service-learning courses. Each 

participant was raised in a household in which participation in civic activities offered in 

church, community and/or high school clubs/organizations were required by their 

parent(s) or guardian. As a result o f their activist upbringing and pre-college civic 

experiences, participants learned traits o f cooperation, sharing and caring. According to 

Dewey’s theories of education these traits or characteristics o f youth who will be 

civically engaged adults.

During college activities are relevant to this study because the second research 

question asked, “What were the collegiate activities o f college alumni who have 

participated in service-learning courses?” Specifically focusing on the student’s 

benefits, experts agree that course material should “come alive” and have a more 

personal meaning, students should demonstrate the relevance of their life experiences to 

their career choices, gain an increased awareness o f current societal issues and diversity 

issues, in addition to improving their interpersonal skills and developing an increase
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sense of civic responsibility through active community involvement (Bringle & Hatcher, 

1999). The participants were keenly aware o f the difference between their pre-college 

community service activities and the collegiate service-learning course. Before 

attending college parents served as “teachers,” encouraging civic engagement with no 

reward. The outcome o f such experiences was primarily traits needs for one to be 

civically engaged according to Dewey’s’ theories o f education. In comparison, 

participants seem to identify the service-learning experience as something totally new; 

very much different from the prior community engagement experience. The service- 

learning course is described as structured with benefits to both the community and the 

student. None of the participants mentioned any benefits of the service-learning course 

for the institution. Equally as important, participants noted that the reflection sessions 

gave them an opportunity to conceptualize as Dewey had predicted. It was during this 

process that student’s expressed an understanding o f how they had grown, gaining a 

better understanding o f their passion, career goals and civic responsibility although each 

indicate having civically oriented values during college. O f particular interest was 

student’s observation that service-learning was only one o f the methods by which their 

civic development was enhanced. Participants identified student organizations 

including, but not limited, to the Greek organizations as an excellent way to learn how to 

become engaged.

Post college religious activities were noted as important to four o f the participants 

as opposed the high priority noted for all of the participants prior to attending college. 

Traci, Lacy, Lilly, and Kate indicate that not only are they still active in the church, but 

they hold leadership positions affording them the opportunity to work within the church
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and the community simultaneously demonstrate acts sharing and caring for others while 

expecting nothing in return. Because all participants had completed a minimum of two 

service-learning courses, it was expected that students would be highly engaged in social 

issues such as peace, justice, human rights, equality, race relations as service-learning 

courses are designed to increase student’s understanding of current currents. Instead, 

there was in obvious divide among participants in their level o f  care and interest 

although participant’s upbringing and collegiate activities were very similar. Kate,

Lilly, and Lacy indicated no level o f concern for addressing, speaking of, or inquiring 

about social issues, while Robert demonstrated great passionate. Blake indicated that 

while interested in social issues, he feels his opinion “might not matter enough on such 

major issues,” hence he keeps his opinion to himself and Tracy also prefers a more 

private approach for acknowledging her concerns related to social issues.

Participants were also asked about their participation in civic activities, meaning 

individual and collective actions designed to address issues o f  public concern. So as to 

prompt the discussion, participants were asked about specific activities and their 

participation in each was noted. Three participants indicated they had not attended a 

meeting o f a local governing board, communicated with a government official nor had 

any interested in government or politics due to distrust in politicians. Two participants 

indicated they had not contributed any time to a charitable group or organization and 

offered no rational as to why. O f the four participants who had given o f their time to aid 

charities or other non-profits missioned to help the less fortunate, only Blake, had 

volunteered independently indicating there may be a relationship between volunteering 

and flexibility of employment. Tara, Robert and Lilly, the other three participants, who
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had given of their time to aid charities or other non-profits missioned to help the less 

fortunate, had done so in a more non-traditional way (i.e. attending a social 

event/benefit).

All participants indicated that they had given money to a charitable group or 

organization. Only four participants indicated they had contributed money and/or other 

items within the past year. More than half o f the participants indicated influencing the 

political structure o f their local, state and national government was very important, but 

they do not support, advocate or canvass for a political candidate. When asked how 

often they participated in activities related to these “very important” events, most 

participates indicated on a very infrequent basis. This suggest that participants 

influenced the political structure of their local, state and nation on a reactive, 

inconsistent basis; mostly likely seldom seeking opportunities to be engaged politically 

although they see the importance o f such activities.

During the interview participants were asked about their views on how important 

it was for them to influence the social structures o f their community, meaning the 

economic system, legal system, political system, cultural system. Questions under this 

sub-heading ask participants to assess how important is it that they influence rules, laws 

or policies that relate to the distribution of wealth or other valued goods; things that 

affect the family, religion, law or class to name a few. All participants indicated this 

was important.

Service-learning courses attempt to guide students in the process o f becoming 

leaders within the community upon graduation. They are designed to mold students into 

civically engaged graduates who are active, global citizens ready to make a difference in
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the world. Four participants shared this sentiment, but drawing a deep comparison 

between being political and being a leader.

Participants were also asked questions pertaining to the development o f their civic 

values. In an effort to identify what factors or experiences they felt were most 

influential on their collegiate and post collegiate civic values, the participants were 

asked to specifically identify those factors or experiences. Tara indicated her mentor 

and high school experiences were most influential in her development o f civic values. 

Four participants (Robert, Kate, Blake and Lacy) indicated their collegiate experiences 

were most influential in shaping their civic values. Lilly and Tracy indicated their 

experiences to high school were most influential in the development o f their civic 

values.

Before concluding Chapter 4 the researcher confirmed utilization o f the 

following steps outlined by McMillian and Schumaker (2006) to increase 

trustworthiness, the degree of congruence between the explanations o f the phenomena 

and the realities o f the world. Steps outlined to increase trustworthiness include: (1) 

utilizing recorded interviews, 2) conducting informal checks for accuracy of data 

collection, (3) utilizing the participant’s language and not abstract social science terms, 

and 4) asking research participants to review their transcribed interview synopsis and 

respond with any corrections or modifications.

Based on the responses o f the participants and the summary o f data, the researcher 

identified three categories and 11 themes that were relevant to the research questions: 1) 

What are the pre-college civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni who have 

participated in collegiate service-learning courses? 2) What were the civic activities of
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college alumni who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses? 3) In what 

ways have college alumni, who participated in collegiate service-learning courses, been 

civically engaged since graduating from college? Table 7 summarizes the major 

categories and themes reflected by participants before, during and post college.

Table 7

Categories and Major Themes

Category Theme

Before College Had Consistent Parental Influence 

Active in Church

During College Structured Service-learning Course 

Oral or Written Classroom Reflection 

Relevance of Life Experiences to Career Choices 

Civic Values as a Collegiate 

Additional Opportunities to Be Civically Engaged

Post College Religious Activities 

Social Issues and Current Events 

Civic Participation 

Civic Values as Alumni



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Overview

This study had two purposes: 1) to uncover the new ways in which 21st century 

alumni experience and define the civic engagement activity and 2) explore how service- 

learning activities are reflected in the civic behaviors o f college alumni 5 years after 

graduating from their undergraduate institution (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2012). 

Although research indicates the sense o f civic responsibility can occur in college, and 

likewise can be instrumental in the demonstration o f civic activism, insufficient numbers 

of empirical studies exist to support service-learning as an effective instructional strategy 

for influencing lifelong civic activism (Billig & Furco, 2002; Kerrigan, 2005; Perry & 

Katula, 2001). The research questions guiding this study were:

1. What were the pre-college civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni 

who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses?

2. What were the collegiate activities o f college alumni who have participated in 

service-learning courses?

3. In what ways have college alumni who participated in collegiate service-learning 

courses been civically engaged since graduating from college?

99
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Summary of the Study 

This study investigated civic engagement activities in the 21st century from the 

perspectives o f former service-learning students. Chapter 1 introduced the research 

through the description o f the background, problem, purpose, theoretical orientation, 

approach, significance, delimitations, assumptions, timeframe, and definition o f terms o f 

the study. Chapter 2 contains a review o f literature related to the study o f service- 

learning in the following areas: theoretical frameworks, typologies, roles, definitions, 

outcomes and themes of service-learning in American colleges and universities at the 

current time. Chapter 3 detailed the methodology by describing the research design, 

research plan, sample, data collection, data analysis, verification, and the role o f the 

researcher. Chapter 4 presented and summarized data generated by the study participants 

in alignment with the study’s research questions. This final chapter will discuss a 

summary o f the findings related to the research purpose and reviewed literature. Chapter 

content will also discuss the study’s findings, conclusions and implications for practice, 

leadership for the advancement o f learning and service, and research.

Summary o f Major Findings 

The findings o f this study are consistent with Dewey’s Theory of Education and 

Kolb’s Model o f Experiential Learning. Participants included in this study were not 

controlled for academic major or socio-economics backgrounds, but the results 

highlighted differing service-learning experiences and varied opinions to questions 

evaluating their experiences. As a result o f the participant’s answers, eleven themes 

were identified as having occurred either before college, during college or post college: 

(Before College) Theme 1, Consistent Parental Influence; Theme 2, Active in Church;
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(During College) Theme 1, Structured Service-learning Course; Theme 2, Classroom 

Reflection; Theme 3, Relevance to Career Choices; Theme 4, Civic Values; and Theme 

5, Additional Opportunities to Be Civically Engaged; (Post College) Theme 1, Religious 

Activities; Theme 2, Social Issues and Current Events; Theme 3, Civic Activities; and 

Theme 4, Civic Values.

Before College

The first question asked, “What were the pre-college civic engagement activities 

or behaviors o f alumni who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses?” 

Participants were asked interview questions specific to their civic engagement activities 

experienced prior to attending college. Responses were categorized as a common theme 

if more than half o f the study’s participants highlighted the activities or subject as being 

relevant to their civic development. The data revealed two themes as common in the 

development o f the participant’s civic development prior to attending college were 

Parental Influence and Religious Activities. Identification o f these commonalities in 

civic behaviors among all participants was important to highlight because notions about 

how and when civic behaviors are expressed have historically been lumped together 

leading to our misunderstanding o f what constitutes civic participation, and how and 

when civic behaviors are actually expressed. Consequently, there is no bridge to tie the 

actual civic behaviors of youth to college alumni who were former service-learning 

students. This section provided a foundation for studying the civic behaviors o f youth 

who may be predisposed to seek participation in civic activities during their collegiate 

years. Following the discussion of both Parental Influence and Religious Activities in the
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participant’s civic development, the civic influences encountered during the collegiate 

years and subsequently demonstrated after college will be identified.

Parental Influence. The findings related to parental influence were identified 

when participants indicated being either intrinsically or extrinsically motivated towards 

civic engagement activities before college by their parent(s) or guardian who served as 

their “teacher.” They encouraged consistent engagement in religious activities, 

community clubs/organizations and/or high school clubs/organizations by taking them, as 

minor who are unable to drive themselves, to weekly activities. Not all participates 

mentioned specific details of their parent’s involvement in their up brings, but their 

parent’s consistent involvement was inferred to as participates stated their family’s 

requirement towards civic service. Participants used phrases such as “My parents kept us 

busy,” “I was always...,” or “Every week I ...,” to describe the frequency o f their 

involvement as a youth residing in the household with their parent(s) or guardian. The 

interviews revealed that each participant had consistent parental or guardian influence 

serving as “teachers” in their lives. Dewey contended that if children are guided by a 

“teacher” and taught to behave cooperatively, sharing with and caring for one another 

then it can be expected that they will develop into a civically engaged adult as these 

participants demonstrated. Dewey’s efforts to combine theory and practice lead to much 

research that exposed the civic behaviors gained from everyday life within the family 

structure. He noted that it was from these life experiences that young children learned 

their natural instinct and values. Dewey emphasized that children learn from doing and 

hence to be civically engaged as an adult could be learned from being civically engaged 

as a child. In addition to Dewey’s contributions, additional literature on the civic
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character o f college students indicates that the role o f parental influence and youth 

experiences, including family background and family values, can be a tremendous 

influence to their dispositions for civic engagement.

Religious Activities. The findings related to religious activities were identified 

when participants elaborated on their requirement to participate in weekly civic activities 

hosted by their church prior to attending college. These participants shared that their 

participation was a consistent requirement in their family and was strongly influenced by 

an immediate family member. These religious activities were identified as a common 

theme because participants shared similar recollections o f participating in youth groups, 

volunteering in nursing homes, singing in the youth choir or holding membership on the 

youth usher board as a civic engagement activity that was instrumental in building their 

civic values. The participants worked cooperatively with other youth in the church under 

the guidance of their parents or other adults in the church. Each participant described 

numerous “civic” experiences they shared with and cared for others during their youth.

A review of the literature suggests that one’s likelihood o f becoming civically engaged 

during adulthood is influenced by factors such as parental support and formative 

experiences such as participation in religious activities (Wilkins, Parker & Dale, 2008). 

Referencing Dewey’s theory on traits o f the civically engaged, because these participants 

had learned to work collaboratively, sharing with and caring for others in their youth, it 

was expected that they each remain civically engaged throughout their adulthood as well. 

During College

The second supporting question asked, “What were the collegiate activities o f 

college alumni who have participated in service-learning courses?” Interview questions
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engagement activities conducted during their undergraduate collegiate years at the target 

institution only. These questions were critical to the study because current literature 

suggest many youth who have parents who were civically engaged modeling civic 

behaviors and creating opportunities for their civic growth as well will seek civic 

engagement opportunities during their adulthood as well (Zaff, Moore, Papillo & 

Williams; 2003). As college represents the beginning of the adult years, this section will 

ask the participants to reflect on their civic behaviors and values held during that time in 

their lives. This information will provide a framework of the participant’s civic values 

and behaviors prior to their graduation from college.

The participants in this study identified five similar activities or topics which were 

later classified as themes: Theme 1, Structured Service-learning Course; Theme 2, Oral 

or Written Classroom Reflection; Theme 3, Relevance of Life Experiences to Career 

Choices; Theme 4, Civic Values as a Collegiate; and Theme 5, Additional Opportunities 

to Be Civically Engaged. Each participant acknowledged a difference between their pre

college and college civic development experiences. Before attending college parents 

served as “teachers,” encouraging community engagement with no personal reward or 

compensation. The participants reflected on experiences that provided opportunities to 

work collaboratively, sharing with and caring for non-family members and new 

acquaintances. According to Dewey’s’ theories o f education, the participants could be 

expected to continue working collaboratively, sharing with and caring for others in their 

community as an adult as well so they were asked about their college experiences. Each 

participant was 18 years o f age or older and living on the college campus during the
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civic teacher as in their youthful years. Instead, being civically active during their 

college years was an independent choice that they each made. Participation in service- 

learning courses was one o f the proactive experiences gained by each participant. As 

young adults in a new environment that provided much more freedom than what they had 

as a minor living under their parent’s or guardian’s rules, participants were conscious 

about seeking out civic engagement experiences in their academic courses and extra

curricular activities. Participants seem to identify the collegiate service-learning 

experience as the “teacher” of their civic development. The service-learning courses 

were described as structured with benefits to both the community and the student. 

Reflection sessions were incorporated as required part o f the course providing students an 

opportunity to conceptualize (step 3 of the experiential learning process) as Dewey had 

predicted. It was during Reflection sessions that student’s gained an understanding of 

how they had grown and obtained a better understanding o f their passion, career goals 

and civic responsibility. O f particular interest was student’s observation that service- 

learning was only one o f the methods by which their civic development was enhanced 

during this period of their civic development. Participants identified student 

organizations including, but not limited, to the Greek organizations as an important part 

of their civic development. Student organizations provided them a variety o f leadership 

opportunities to work collaboratively expressing their ability to share with and care for 

others on the campus and in the surrounding community.

Social Issues and Current Events During College. Service-learning courses are 

designed to increase student’s understanding and awareness o f social issues and current
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currents in the community. The findings specific to social issues and current events were 

identified by the participants in this study when their responses expressed similar civic 

experiences prior to college. It was expected that all participants would have indicated 

they were civically engaged in social issues and current events such as peace, justice, 

human rights, equality, race relations during their college years. To the contrary, there 

was an obvious divide among the survey participant’s engagement in social issues and 

current events. Most participants felt they were involved in social issues and current 

events through their involvement in service-learning courses and other extracurricular 

activities while in college although they did not have specific examples o f where they 

addressed, spoke of, or inquired about social issues or current events outside of their 

service-learning courses or involvement in other extracurricular activities. Each 

participant reflected that both social issues and current events were either “important” or 

“very important” in their lives as a college student.

As a college student participants say they demonstrated their passion for social 

issues and current events such as peace, justice, human rights, equality, and race relations 

primarily through group participation in student organizations. They volunteered 

consistently seeking no monetary compensation. The concern for others is consistent 

with Dewey’s theory which contends that traits such as “concern” are necessary to be a 

civically engaged as an adult. Based on the Dewey’s theory, students of experiential 

learning courses will mature into adulthood with the goal o f creating an American society 

of their own image. As former students o f modern day service-learning courses it was 

expected that they experienced the scholarship o f engagement and gained a better 

understanding o f social problems, appreciation of other cultures and the community in
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which they live. According to studies conducted by Keeter et al (2003) and Sherrod et al 

(2002), these former service-learning students are expected to remain civically active 

after completion o f  their service-learning course.

Civic Activities and Values. The findings related to civic activities and values 

were identified when participants indicated they had voted in a local, state or national 

election during their collegiate years, but it should be noted that the literature indicates 

that civic engagement, or civic participation, encompassing more than merely voting.

The literature indicates civically engaged refers to the individual and/or collective actions 

designed to address issues of public concern. Civic activities may include a variety of 

actions taken to impact the decision making or governance o f the community’s resources. 

Engaged citizens may choose a variety o f roles that include, but are not limited to, 

attending community boards meetings, serving as an elected official, making financial 

contributions to charities, and demonstrating personal accountability. In an effort to 

understand the relationship between participation in collegiate service-learning courses 

and demonstration o f alumni civic behaviors the researcher sought to understand if 

participants felt they were civically engaged in other ways outside o f voting, why or why 

not, what type o f activities they were involved in, and how often. To meet this challenge, 

participants were asked semi-structured questions about their civic activities conducted 

during their undergraduate collegiate years specifically.

The majority o f participants indicated they had attended a meeting o f a local 

governing board, communicated with a government official or had an interest, but of 

particular notice was the lack o f frequency in their participation and general lack o f civic 

experiences in government or politics. None of the participants indicated their service-
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meetings, communicate with government officials, write to elected officials or be 

involved politically. There was one participant who obtained part-time employment 

working with local campaigns in the communities surrounding the target institution. This 

participant later indicated that his employment in politics and government relations 

influenced him to later become an elected official. As a part o f his work he regularly 

communicated with government officials by letter, electronic mail, telephone, etc. to 

share his opinion on matters related to public policy and he utilizes those skills today. 

Other participants in this study indicated they did not participant in any such political 

activities (other than voting) as it was not required o f the service-learning courses, but 

felt that participating in political activities was important.

Additional Opportunities to be Civically Engaged. The findings related to 

additional opportunities for civic engagement were identified by each participant. Each 

indicated that he or she had supported a charity or non-profit aimed at helping the less 

fortunate during their collegiate years the experiences were not always derived from 

participating in a service-learning course. Participants collaborated with their peers 

independent o f academic courses, to support charitable groups such as the Red Cross, 

United Way and the Salvation Army. Additionally, participants seemed to beam with 

pride as each elaborated on their support o f community non-profits such as the local 

women’s shelter, public elementary school and daycare center. The participants spoke o f 

their motivation to participate stemming from some independent desire and some peer 

pressure, but primarily as a responsibility associated with their membership in student 

organizations. Unlike the service-learning courses, civic activities performed within a
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student organization allowed the participants to learn leadership skills in a less 

monitored, less structured, environment; hence there was much less guidance and 

feedback. With student organization, there was no formal reflection or process for 

conceptualization or application o f new knowledge over an extended period o f time.

The collegiate environment allowed participants to obtain civic experiences o f their own 

desires (unlike in their pre-college years) as they selected the activities o f engagement 

which seemed to provide a good balance to the activities o f the service-learning course 

which the instructor selected or approved. Based on their experiences in the community 

and the service-learning course structure, participants noted that college was the idea time 

to try new ideas o f community engagement in a safe environment.

After College

The third research question asked, “In what ways have college alumni, who 

participated in collegiate service-learning courses, been civically engaged since 

graduating from college?” Literature on civic development discusses a four step 

experiential learning process that provides a foundation for understanding why former 

service-learning students are expected to demonstrate civic responsibility after 

completing such courses. Additional literature how alumni have remained civically 

engaged typically citing the lack o f engagement. Studies indicate for many years 

Americans had a long history o f utilizing multiple avenues to express their political 

interest and constitutional right to freedom o f expression on political views by engaging 

in civic activities such as voting, attending political forums, signing petitions, promoting 

propaganda, speaking out on television, radio, and the internet, and contacting elected 

officials; but between the late 1970s and early 80s demonstrations o f  political and
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community activities appeared to decline (Swanson, 1999). Current literature indicates 

those bom between 1946-1964 did not continue the American norm by becoming 

civically active; instead, the character of the younger Americans demonstrated a rejection 

or redefinition o f traditional values related to involvement in politics and government 

(Putnam, 2000). The results o f such studies are particularly problematic because since the 

founding o f the first higher education institution American colleges and universities have 

consistently adopted a civic mission to mold responsible, educated citizens who 

committed to democratic principles, participated in projects that helped or served the 

needs of other people and engaged as productive members o f society and in more recent 

years, service-learning courses had been incorporated to help meet those goals (Carnegie, 

2006; Newman et al., 2004). In an effort to better understand how participants o f this 

study have demonstrated the civic responsibility learned from their experiential learning 

course, they were asked semi-structured questions about their post college experiences. 

Four themes were revealed: Theme 1, Religious activities; Theme 2, Social issues and 

current events; Theme 3, Civic participation; and Theme 4, Civic values as an alumnus.

Religious Activities. Prior to college each o f the participants indicated being 

involved in religious activities. The findings related to participation in religious activities 

post college were identified when participates reflected on their civic experiences and 

civic behaviors after having entered adulthood. At this stage in life the participants 

acknowledged being solely responsible for their time and resources, the church is no 

longer a primary outlet for the demonstration o f civic behaviors for three o f the 

participants. The remaining study participants indicated that religious activities did 

become their outlet for civic engagement activities again. Within the church participants
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church and members of the community not currently attending that church. Ironically, 

each of the study participants who are still civically engagement thru their church have 

become leaders in the church, now serving as the civic “teacher” for younger members as 

others did when they were in their youth. Now alumni o f the target institution, some 

participants were married and had children, but none of them spoke o f their engagement 

as being burdensome. Instead, each spoke of their work in the church in a tone o f 

obligation or proud responsibility.

Social Issues and Current Events. Findings related to social issues and current 

events were identified as a common theme for alumni as it was for participant’s collegiate 

experience, but several different reasons. Participants indicated that during the collegiate 

years’ service-learning courses allowed them to see, hear or discuss social issues and 

current events that affected society and more specifically their peers. After graduating 

from college, participants expressed a sense o f preoccupation with their current lives, an 

obligation to take care of them own, which prevented them from being as committed to 

social issues and current events. Although each participant had consistent parental 

influence encouraging participation in numerous civic engagement activities prior to 

college and each participated in social issues and/or current events via their service- 

learning courses or other student organizations, as an alumni all but one study 

participants indicated having no level o f concern for addressing, speaking of, or inquiring 

about social issues or current events. O f particular importance is the perspective o f most 

participants who were passionate about personal accountability.
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Participants indicated that their demonstrate passion for social issues and current 

events such as peace, justice, human rights, equality, and race relations was expressed 

thru their emphases on personal accountability in their lives. Each was keenly aware of 

their actions and how those actions impacted society. The participants indicated they are 

careful about what they say and do, and how those actions impact those that they came in 

contact with daily. Each mentioned their awareness o f body language and gave examples 

of how they expressed their desire to make others comfortable with or around them which 

was primarily displayed at their respective places o f employment. They were mindful of 

terms that people use such as ‘that’s so gay’ or ‘that’s lame’ noting that many people may 

not know the true meaning, but realizing that it may be considered offensive to others. 

Although not self-described as being civically engaged via social issues or current events, 

each participant demonstrated traits consistent with Dewey’s theory which contends that 

traits such as “concern” and “personal responsibility” which are necessary to be a 

civically engaged as an adult. Based on the Dewey’s theory, students of experiential 

learning courses will mature into adulthood with the goal o f creating an American society 

of their own image. These former students of modem day service-learning courses 

experienced the scholarship o f engagement and gained a better understanding o f social 

problems, appreciation o f other cultures and the community in which they live.

According to Keeter (2003) and Sherrod et al (2002), these former service-learning 

students were predicted to remain civically active after completion o f their service- 

learning course and would indeed be defined as being civically engaged per the standards 

established by Dewey and Kolb.
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Civic Participation. Civic activities were identified when participants indicated 

they were civically engaged in their community since graduating from college and 

indicated voting was their primary civic activity. In an effort to understand the 

relationship between collegiate service-learning courses and alumni civic engagement the 

researcher needed to understand if these participants felt they were civically engaged in 

other ways outside of voting, why or why not, what type of activities they were involved 

in, and how often, specifically during their post college years. To meet this challenge 

questions were asked under several sub-topics that are commonly associated with civic 

activities: attending meetings o f local governing boards or organizations, contributing 

time to a charitable group in the past year, contributing money to a charitable group in the 

past year, influencing the political structure, influencing the social structure with your 

community, and becoming a leader within the community.

The majority of participants indicated they had attended a meeting o f  a local 

governing board and communicated with at least one government official but their 

participation was influenced primarily as a requirement o f their job. Additionally, the 

participants shared that their participation in such events were conducted not more than 

twice per year. Two participants indicated they had not contributed any time to a 

charitable group or organization and offered no rational as to why, but the majority of 

participants contributed clothes, money and their time out o f personal obligation. They 

each expressed a desire to help the less fortunate. O f the five participants who had given 

of their time to aid charities or other non-profits missioned to help the less fortunate one 

participant noted that volunteering was made much easier depending on the career you
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enter. He indicated there was a relationship between volunteering and flexibility of 

employment.

More than half of the participants indicated influencing the political structure of 

their local, state and national government was very important, but they do not support, 

advocate or canvass for a political candidate. When asked how often they participated in 

activities related to these “very important” events, most participates indicated on a very 

infrequent basis. This suggest that participants influenced the political structure of their 

local, state and nation on a reactive, inconsistent basis; mostly likely seldom seeking 

opportunities to be engaged politically although they see the importance o f such 

activities.

During the interview participants were also asked about their views on how 

important it was for them to influence the social structures o f their community, meaning 

the economic system, legal system, political system, cultural system. Questions under 

this sub-heading ask participants to assess how important is it that they influence rules, 

laws or policies that relate to the distribution of wealth or other valued goods; things that 

affect the family, religion, law or class to name a few. All participants indicated this 

was important but none o f the participants could share examples o f  when they had last 

demonstrated this feeling in their daily behaviors.

Service-learning courses attempt to guide students in the process o f becoming 

leaders within the community upon graduation. They are designed to mold students into 

civically engaged graduates who are active, global citizens ready to make a difference in 

the world. Four participants shared this sentiment, but drawing a deep comparison
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between being political and being a leader, but surprisingly, their actions -  meaning 

demonstrations o f those beliefs -  were not manifested in their daily lives.

Civic Values. The findings related to civic values were indicated as a common 

theme by all participants. Each indicated being conscious o f their civic responsibility and 

further elaborated that their consciousness derived from experiences encountered earlier 

in life. Three participants indicated their high school experiences were most influential in 

her development o f civic values as an alumnus. Four participants indicated their 

collegiate experiences were most influential in shaping their civic values. The literature 

indicates that Latinos and African American students tend to increase their commitment 

to civic engagement, while Asians/Asian Americans and Whites tend to decrease their 

commitment over the course of their college years (Vogelgesang, 2000). Additionally, 

the literature indicates that African Americans and Latinos also enter college with higher 

levels of commitment to this value than do their White or Asian/Asian American peers 

(Vogelgesang, 2000). It is important to note that this study did not control for race and is 

comprised of primarily African-American participants hence the findings are consistent 

with the literature.

Conclusion of Findings

By engaging one-on-one with seven college alumni who were also former 

service-learning students, this study sought to understand 1) how alumni who 

participated in collegiate service-learning courses define what constitutes civic 

engagement activities in the 21st century and 2) to contribute to the understanding of 

how service-learning activities influence the civic behaviors o f college alumni. The 

researcher utilized a semi-structured survey o f approximately 20 questions categorized
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into three sections: pre-college, during college and post college. The survey asked 

questions specific to the types o f civic engagement activities they were engaged in 

before attending college, during college and after college. Their answers indicated how 

they defined civic engagement activities and how often they participated in those 

activities. To these 21st century young adults, civic engagement activities are defined as 

acts that involve helping others such as folding clothes for the elderly, volunteering in 

nursing homes, serving in their church, participating in their high school civic clubs, 

donating money to a charity, volunteering for community service activities thru their 

job, attending social events that serve as fundraisers for charitable organizations, 

participating in alumni Greek activities that work to improve the lives o f the less 

fortunate and voting in local, state and national elections. A much less frequent 

association was made between civic engagement activities and traditional political 

activities such as contacting elected officials, writing to newspapers, boycotting, 

boycotting, protesting, campaigning, or contributing financially to political candidates 

etc. Based on their responses it was evident that pre-college included a great amount of 

influence exerted by their immediate family members who served as their civic teachers. 

Civic traits o f sharing and caring for others were learned primarily through their 

affiliations in religious activities as a child. According to Dewey, development of these 

traits is required for to be civically engaged as an adult. During college the participants 

described being equally as civically engaged as they were before attending college, but 

now growing their civic skills and traits of sharing and caring for others through 

activities such as elective courses (i.e. service-learning courses) and extracurricular 

activities such as student organizations (i.e. Greek organizations). During the collegiate
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years the participants learned to be leaders in the community, seeking out civic 

engagement opportunities and organizing events that would benefit society while 

seeking nothing for themselves in return as they had done before attending college. Post 

college, the participants indicated they had strong values about remaining politically, 

socially, and civically engaged in their community, but they demonstrated behaviors to 

support these values much less often than before and during college. Outside o f voting 

in local, state and national elections, none of the participants demonstrated the civic 

behaviors traditionally associated with politically active adults (i.e. contacting local 

officials, writing newspapers, campaigns, protesting, boycotting) if  it was not associated 

with their job. In summary, the influence o f service-learning activities on the civic 

behaviors o f college alumni could be more evident immediately after taking such 

courses as opposed to fostering long term influence on the alumni. This implication is 

important because numerous studies have citied this phenomena as well. Service- 

learning programs are still highly debated as a justified expense on the budgets o f higher 

education institutions when analyzing the long term impact o f developing civically 

engaged alumni.

Implications o f Findings 

This study offers implications that can help families, institutions o f higher 

education, service-learning course instructors and community leaders and legislators 

assist in developing civically active college graduates. The goal is to help higher 

education institutions understand how college alumni, who were former service-learning 

participants, defined what constituted a civic activity and how their service-learning 

activities have influenced their civic behaviors as an alumnus. The study revealed that
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participants shared similar thoughts about what constituted a civic activity (sharing with 

and caring for others) and credited most of their civic development to their collegiate 

experiences (service-learning courses and extracurricular activities). These alumni 

described similar pre-college and college experiences as it related to their civic 

engagement activities. They also described the attainment o f similar civic values in their 

post college years. As alum these participants described being conscious o f their 

behaviors, meaning personal accountability for helping others was o f particular 

importance. Additionally, the majority o f participants were deliberate in their intentions 

to avoid participation in traditional political activities which are often used as measures 

o f civic activism such as communicating with elected officials, campaigning for elected 

official, protesting, boycotting, contributing financially to electoral campaigns or writing 

to local newspapers in an effort to express their political beliefs.

Implications for Families

The participants did not credit their families as being “most influential” in their 

civic development, but several studies indicate that families who make a conscious effort 

to serve as “civic teacher” before youth are more likely to develop civically engaged 

adults. Each participant had at least one family member who made a conscious effort to 

provide an appreciation for civic activities and civic values in the participant’s life. By 

enforcing what activities should be conducted (actions to help others and do not benefit 

self), how often (frequently) and for who (the less fortunate) the participant learned the 

foundation for life long civic values. The participants confirmed that civic values were 

embedded early in their lives and were required at some level throughout their entire high 

school career. Based on the results o f this study, the development o f civically engaged
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citizens was significantly influenced by family members and other responsible adults 

make a conscious effort to play the role of “civic teacher” in the life o f a young person, 

therefore all families should make a conscious effort to expose youth to civic activities 

prior to their attendance o f college. The family member as civic teacher would 

coordinate opportunities for civic engagement that would allow traits o f collaboration, 

sharing and caring for others to develop and grow. This person would also ensure that 

barriers to engagement such as transportation are removed.

Implications for Higher Education Institutions

In collaboration with all faculty and staff members, institutions o f higher learning 

need to become a place where students feel that they are a part o f the university 

community, terminology relating to civic engagement is clearly defined and civic 

engagement efforts are consistently and systematically evaluated. A review o f the 

literature indicates in order to educate for democracy educational institutions had to 

become more holistic seeking to become a place where students feel like a member of a 

larger community (Dewey, 1938). Current literature indicates that higher education 

institutions have purposely chosen to focus on embedding civic engagement in teaching, 

research, and service on campus (Furco, 2010); but have done very little to systematically 

evaluate their efforts (Holland, 2001; Keeter et al., 2003; Shedd & Wellman, 2001; Zukin 

et al., 2006). As a result o f these problems, major challenges are created when 

attempting to assess service-learning in American colleges and universities. The 

participants in this study indicated that during college the participants found they were 

responsible for their own time; specifically, the types and frequency o f the civic activities 

selected to engage in on the college campus and in the surrounding community. Credited
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largely to the civic foundation that had been laid during the pre-college years, each 

participate was inspired to actively pursue opportunities to collaborate, share with and 

care for others. Service-learning courses and extracurricular activities, such as student 

Greek organizations, provided numerous opportunities that allow them to feel as they 

were a part o f the institution’s community. As collegiate students they emulated the 

experiences and feelings gained during their pre-college years o f serving others with no 

desire for monetary reward in addition to participating in an additional service-learning 

course not required for graduation. The participants did not indicate any assessments or 

evaluations were conducted either during college or since becoming an alumnus hence 

the institution is unaware o f the perspective o f their former students although the results 

of this survey indicate that they were civically engaged after graduating from college. 

Implications for Service-leaming Course Instructors

Because institutions o f higher learner play an important part in the shaping o f the 

character o f young adults, they, meaning instructors o f service-leaming courses, can also 

transform that society. Creating democratic character is not an easy task for college 

instructors because civic values cannot be forced upon students. What instructors can do 

is seek to create an environment in which students assume the responsibilities o f a 

democratic moral life in a variety o f civic activities including those that can teach more 

traditional forms of civic behaviors. Research indicates that at the institutional level 

faculty should participate in engaged scholarship (Fitzgerald, Burak, & Seifer, 2010). As 

a part o f this “engaged scholarship,” faculty can seek to be more conscious o f the 

community assignments approved for their service-leaming courses. The students in this 

study were aware of the absence o f political activities offered to them. As a result, the
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participants indicated they didn’t learn to be involved in civic activities while in college 

(i.e. targeting how to write to elected officials, how to boycott, how to campaign for 

government issues o f their choice etc.) and they are not involved as an alumnus. 

Implications for Community Leaders

Community leaders should consider the information learned from the perspective 

of these former service-leaming students and broaden their definition o f what are civic 

activities. If parents, religious leaders, pre k -  12 teachers and high administrators are 

defining how youth and young adults are to be engaged civically in their community, 

then upon evaluation or assessment time, community leaders must be willing to consider 

those non-traditional activities (i.e. helping others, attending social gatherings that serve 

as fundraisers, serving in alumni Greek associations, attending community meetings, 

serving as leaders in their church, making financial contributions to elected officials) as 

methods of engagement as well the traditional forms of civic engagement (i.e. 

campaigning, boycotting, buycotting, writing elected officials, writing editorials in local 

newspapers, etc.). Per the participants in this study, they each considered themselves to 

be civically engaged and an understanding of why they felt that way would have never 

been realized without exploring their definition o f civic activism in depth -  meaning 

outside of the traditional definitions.

Recommendations for Further Research 

In considering the perspectives o f these former service-leaming students and the 

role of colleges in developing civically engaged alumni, Hollander & Burack (2009) the 

following studies are suggested:
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1. This student did not control for race or gender. A follow-up study is 

recommended to allow for analysis based on how civic engagement may vary 

between race and gender o f former service-leaming students as there is 

literature that exists already on the differences o f civic engagement based on 

race and gender of those who are not college graduates.

2. This study was conducted in a qualitative format to allow for an in-depth 

analysis that allows the perspectives o f the participants to be highlighted. A 

quantitative research study is recommended to track individuals’ experiences 

and behaviors over time, analyzing how individual upbringing, collegiate 

experiences, and post college factors impact civic behaviors later in life 

(Hollander & Burack, 2009).

Summary

This study had two purposes: 1) to uncover the new ways in which 21st century 

alumni experience and define the civic engagement activity and 2) to explore how 

service-leaming activities are reflected in the civic behaviors o f college alumni 5 years 

after graduating from their undergraduate institution (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2010). 

Although research indicates the sense o f civic responsibility can occur in college, and 

likewise can be instrumental in the demonstration o f civic activism, insufficient numbers 

o f empirical studies exist to support service-leaming as an effective instructional strategy 

for influencing lifelong civic activism (Billig & Furco, 2002; Kerrigan, 2005; Perry & 

Katula, 2001). The research questions were:

1. What were the pre-college civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni

who have participated in collegiate service-leaming courses?
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2. What were the collegiate activities o f college alumni who have participated in 

service-leaming courses?

3. In what ways have college alumni who participated in collegiate service-leaming 

courses been civically engaged since graduating from college?

This study continued the investigation into civic engagement activities in the 21st century 

but was unique in that the research is from the perspectives o f  former service-leaming 

students who are now alumni. The participants provided numerous examples o f how they 

defined civic engagement activities and civic behaviors. It was evident that their civic 

learning began long before college as a result o f their family upbringing. Once in college 

they sought opportunities to continue being engaged and those opportunities included 

service-leaming courses and participation in other student organizations such as Greek 

organizations. The former service-leaming students were inconsistent in noting the 

absence o f training in conducting civic activities traditionally measured by higher 

education and community leaders. More specifically, none o f the participants had a 

collegiate experience that included writing to an elected official, campaigning, 

boycotting, or protesting to name a few o f the traditional acts o f engagement. The 

findings of this study are consistent with Kolb’s Model of Experiential Learning and the 

Theories of Education explored by Dewey. If participants had a concrete experience, 

participated in reflection, conceptualize, practiced civic behaviors and learned to share 

with, care for and collaborate with others they will continue to demonstrate civic 

behaviors an alumnus. If government and community leaders would include more 

modem day civic activities in their definitions o f civic engagement then the numbers of 

citizens considered civically engaged may be dramatically higher. The participants in this
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study reported they had a positive collegiate experience that include numerous civic 

activities and they each made a conscious effort to remain civically engaged as an 

alumni.
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21May2013

Ms. Melinda D. Robinson 
Mercer University 
Tift College o f Education 
Macon, GA 31207

RE: CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE 21ST CENTURY: A NEW PERSPECTIVE 
(HI 305161)

Dear Ms. Robinson:

Your application entitled: CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE 21ST CENTURY: A NEW 
PERSPECTIVE FROM ALUMNI OF SERVICE-LEARNING COURSES AT A FOUR- 
YOUR PUBLIC INSTITUTION (H I305161 was reviewed by this Institutional Review 
Board for Human Subjects Research in accordance with Federal Regulations 21 CFR 
56.110(b) and 45 CFR 46.110(b) (for expedited review) and was approved under 
Category 7 per 63 FR 60364.

Your application was approved for one year o f study on 21May2013. The protocol 
expires 21May2014. If the study continues beyond one year, it must be reevaluated by the 
IRB Committee.

Item(s) Approved:
New Application

Please complete the survey for the IRB and the Office o f Research Compliance. To 
access the survey, click on the following link: 
http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=WEB227URK2RB6Q

Respectfully,
Ava Chambliss-Richardson, M.ED., CIP, CIM Member Intuitional Review Board
Mercer University IRB & Office o f Research Compliance
Phone(478)301-4101
F ax(478)301-2329
ORC_Mercer@Mercer.Edu

http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=WEB227URK2RB6Q
mailto:ORC_Mercer@Mercer.Edu
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From: Kimberlie Goldsberry [mailto:klgoldsb@owu.edu]
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2012 9:43 PM
To: Melinda Robinson
Subject: Re: FW: Survey Use Request

Melinda -

Thank you for your kind request. 1 am thrilled to see your interest in the survey 
instrument I used for my research in 2007. Please keep me posted on how I may be of any 
assistance and I do hope that you will share your results with me.

Best of luck to you!

Kimberlie

Kimberlie L. Goldsberry, PhD
Dean of Students - Ohio Wesleyan University
61 S. Sandusky St., HWCC Room 230
Delaware, OH 43015
740-368-3135
klgoldsb@owu.edu

On Sun, Feb 19, 2012 at 8:26 PM, Melinda Robinson <ROBINSON_MD@mercer.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dr. Goldsberry:

I am a 4lh year doctoral student at Mercer University writing to you in request of your 
permission to modify the College and Civic Involvement Survey Instrument you modified and 
utilized for your dissertation research in 2007. I am designing a study with similar emphasis on 
the civic engagement of involvement young alumni, specifically seeking to identify their political 
involvement. Like your study, I will follow several of the recommendations by Dr. Katherine D. 
Tadlock, and utilize a small private institution and survey several graduating classes. Specifically, 
I plan to survey traditional aged alumni who received a bachelor’s degree in 2007. The area of 
most significant modification to your instrument will surround the attitudes and values questions. 
Please note that I have also emailed Dr. Tadlock to obtain her permission and wanted to also 
show that same respect to you. Feel free to contact me with any questions relate to my request. 
Thank you in advance for your support.

Respectfully,
Melinda D. Robinson-Moffett
Assistant Director, Office of Career Services

mailto:klgoldsb@owu.edu
mailto:klgoldsb@owu.edu
mailto:ROBINSON_MD@mercer.edu
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Invitation Letter

Dear Respondent,

My name is Melinda D. Robinson-Moffett. I am a doctoral student in the Tift 
College o f Education Higher Education Leadership Program. I am conducting a research 
study on collegiate service-learning courses and the influence these courses have on the 
development of alumni civic engagement. I am emailing to ask if you would like to 
participate in this research project by completing a 30-45 minute interview on your civic 
experiences encountered before and during college, the structure o f your service-learning 
courses and your present level o f civic engagement. Your identity will be protected 
through the use o f an alphanumeric pseudonym and the interview can take place in the 
setting o f your choice. Mercer University’s IRB requires investigators to provide 
informed consent to the research participants.

If you would be interested in participating in an interview, please email me 
robinson_md@mercer.edu) and I will forward you the Informed Consent form. If you 
have any questions about the study contact the investigator Melinda D. Robinson-Moffett 
at 478-301-2864 or robinson_md@mercer.edu.

Mercer University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) reviewed study 
#(H1305161) and approved it on May 21, 2013. If you have questions about your rights 
or are dissatisfied at any time with any part o f this study, you can contact, anonymously if 
you wish, the Institutional Review Board by phone at (478) 301-4101 or email at 
ORC Research @Mercer.edu.

mailto:robinson_md@mercer.edu
mailto:robinson_md@mercer.edu
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Informed Consent Form

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE 21ST CENTURY: A NEW PERSPECTIVE FROM 
ALUMNI OF SERVICE-LEARNING COURSES AT A FOUR-YEAR PUBLIC

INSTITUTION

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you give your consent to 
volunteer, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many 
questions as necessary to be sure you understand what you will be asked to do.

Investigators
Melinda D. Robinson-Moffett
Mercer University, Tift College of Education
PhD in Educational Leadership
1400 Coleman Ave., Macon, Ga. 31207
478-607-9182

Dr. Anthony Harris
Faculty Advisor
Associate Professor o f Research
Mercer University, Tift College of Education
678-547-6633

Purpose of the Research
This study has two purposes: 1) uncover the new ways in which 21st century alumni 
experience and define the civic engagement activity and 2) to explore how service- 
learning activities are reflected in the civic behaviors o f college alumni 5 years after 
graduating from their undergraduate institution (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 2012). 
Additionally, this study will seek to understand how service-learning activities are 
transformed into the civic behaviors o f college alumni (Walker, 2002; Weerts et al., 
2012). While numerous studies have provided information on the civic activities of 
college students, there is little information on the actual attitudes and civic behaviors of 
college alumni who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses while 
research indicates differing forms of engagement may be demonstrated by younger 
generations (Kerrigan, 2005; Lemann, 1996; Perry & Katula, 2001).

Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to answer questions related 
to your thoughts and perceptions of how alumni who participated in collegiate service- 
learning courses define what constitutes civic engagement activities in the 21st century. 
Your participation will last approximately 1 hour. This process will be in-depth, semi
structured interviews.
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Audio Taping
The interviews will be audio recorded for data trustworthiness (McMillian and 
Schumaker, 2006).

Potential Risks or Discomforts
There are no anticipated risks or discomforts associated with this project. None of the 
survey questions involve sensitive information and your responses will be compiled with 
other participants and remain confidential.

Potential Benefits of the Research
This study is being conducted to fulfill and academic requirement and will not provide 
you any personal benefits other than knowing you have contributed to the understanding 
o f service-learning and civic engagement o f alumni.

Confidentiality and Data Storage
To preserve the confidentiality/privacy of your responses, your name will be replaced by 
an alphanumerical code. Data will be maintained on a secure computer that is password 
protected. The researcher will not receive any identifying information to do analysis.

Participation and Withdrawal
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a participant you may refuse to 
participate at any time. You may withdraw at any time by contacting me directly at 478- 
607-9182 or robinson_md@mercer.edu.

Questions about the Research
If you have any questions about the research, please speak with

Melinda D. Robinson-Moffett
Mercer University, Tift College o f Education
PhD in Educational Leadership
1400 Coleman Ave., Macon, Ga. 31207
478-607-9182

Dr. Anthony Harris 
Faculty Advisor
Associate Professor o f Research
Mercer University, Tift College o f Education
678-547-6633

This project has been reviewed and approved by Mercer University’s IRB. If you believe 
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the IRB 
Chair at (478) 301-4101.

mailto:robinson_md@mercer.edu
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You have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been answered to 
your satisfaction. Your signature below indicates your voluntary agreement to participate 
in this research study.
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Data Collection Instrument

In this questionnaire you are asked about your experiences as a student a t ----------
-- institution and about civic engagement activities in which you might participate in 
now. Your responses are completely anonymous and cannot be traced back to you as an 
individual. It is important that you answer each question to the best o f your ability. This 
survey was adapted from the College and Civic Involvement Survey with permission 
from Dr. Kimberlie L. Goldsberry which includes questions she adapted from the College 
Student Experiences Questionnaire with the permission o f Indiana University.

This study will help answer questions related to the research problem by 
answering the following research questions: 1) What were the pre-college civic 
engagement activities or behaviors of alumni who have participated in collegiate service- 
learning courses? 2) What are the civic engagement activities or behaviors o f alumni who 
have participated in collegiate service-learning courses? 3) In what ways have college 
alumni who participated in collegiate service-learning courses been civically engaged 
since graduating from college? To frame this study use the following definition: 
Service-learning courses are those courses taught in a classroom setting for the purpose 
o f increasing civic engagement. These courses include community service and classroom 
reflection. Upon completion o f the course, academic credit is awarded.

(Background Information)

Pre-College Participation Information 
In your experiences before college, describe your participation in each o f the following:

• Religious activities (church, synagogue, etc.)
• Service activities/community projects (neighborhood clean ups, elderly home 

visits, etc.)
• Clubs and/or organizations (in the community or in your high school)

College Service Involvement 
In your experiences during college, describe your participation in each o f the following:

• Service-learning courses
• Community service activities (individual or as part of a group)

Supporting Question 1: What are the civic engagement activities or behaviors of 
alumni who have participated in collegiate service-learning courses?

Supporting Question 2: What are the collegiate activities of college alumni who 
have participated in service-learning courses?

In your experiences since graduating from  college, describe your participation in each o f 
the following:

• Different customs and religious activities
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• Campaigns on social issues such as peace, justice, human rights, equality, race 
relations

• Discussions on current events in the news such as gay marriage or abortion

Political Involvement

Within the PAST YEAR, describe your involvement in the following:
• Attending a meeting of a local governing body or town hall meeting to discuss 

policy issues
• Communicating with government officials by letter, electronic mail, telephone, 

etc. to share your opinion on a matter o f public policy
• Organizing other people to advocate for a political issue
• Contributing time to a charitable group or organization (e.g. Red Cross, United 

Way, Salvation Army).
•  Volunteering time to support, canvass or advocate for a political candidate
• Contributing money or items (food, clothing, etc.) to a charitable group or

organization
• Contributing money to a political candidate, party, or organization that tries to 

influence local, state, or national politics
• Voting in local, state or national elections
• Seeking or holding a political office

Social Service Involvement

Within the PAST YEAR, describe your involvement in the following:
• Attending an event sponsored by a local organization (social or service group, 

professional organization, religious organization, cultural organization or leisure 
organization)

• Attending a meeting o f a local organization (social or service group, professional 
organization, religious organization, cultural organization or leisure organization)

• Serving on a committee o f a local organization (social or service group, 
professional organization, religious organization, cultural organization or leisure 
organization).
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Attitudes and Values

In your experience in college, describe how important was it to have following 
opportunities:

• Having opportunities to participate in clubs/organizations/student groups while I 
was a student was important to me because:

• Having opportunities to participate in community service activities while I was a 
student was important to me because:

Based upon your beliefs NOW, describe how important are the following?
• Influencing the political structure . . .

o o f the community where I live
■ of my state
■ of the nation

o Influencing the social values o f the community where I live
■ of my state
■ of the nation

o Becoming a leader of the community where I live
■ of my state
■ of the nation

Based upon your beliefs NOW, please describe how you feel about:
• Understanding of the needs and problems facing the community in which I live
• Finding time to contribute to my community is important

Please describe the COLLEGIATE INVOLVEMENT that has been most influential in 
your current involvement?

Please describe the most TWO MOST INFLUENTIAL LIFE EXPERIENCES SINCE 
GRADUATING FROM COLLEGE which led to your present level o f civic engagement?


